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Introduction
During the course of the LPI Study Project "Mars: Evolution of its Climate and Atmosphere" (MECA),
much attention was devoted to theoretical discussions of the martian volatile inventory, the planet's
climatic and atmospheric evolution, and the interpretation of va rious remote sensing data sets (e.g.,
Viking IRTM and MAWO). Yet, during the first two years of the study, there was comparatively little
discussion of what might be learned regarding the quantity and distribution of subsurface volatiles from
an analysis of martian geomorphology. In an effort to address this oversight, a special session and
evening panel discussion entitled "Martian Geomorphology and its Relation to Subsurface Volatiles" was
held as part of the 17th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference.
In recent years, a long list of martian landforms has been compiled whose origins have been attributed
to the presence of ground ice. Typically this association is based on a perceived resemblance to cold
climate features found on Earth. Unfortunately , among other problems, it is not uncommon for the scale
of these features to differ by several orders of magnitude from that of their terrestriijl counterparts. The
picture is further complicated by the numerous conjectures that have been made linking the dimensions
and overall appearance of these landforms with such variables as regolith volatile content, physical state,
and distribution with depth. Often these conclusions appear to be based on little more than an
investigator's "gut feeling"; although, on occasion, a significant effort has been made to support a claim
through detailed theoretical analyses and laboratory experiments.
Clearly, any effort to realistically constrain the quantity and distribution of volatiles based on an
examination of orbital imagery must be preceded by an objective reassessment of our understanding of
martian geomorphology. In particular: How confident are we of the identification of various martian
landforms as indicators of subsurface volatiles? Are volatiles truly the best possible explanation for the
origin of these features, or is it a bias that is now so deeply ingrained that the presumption is
automatically made whenever any new and unusual landform is discovered?
To help address these and related questions, a panel discussion/debate highlighted the LPSC special
session. The panelists included : Mike Carr, Fraser Fanale , Baerbel Lucchitta, Mike Malin, Pete
Mouginis·Mark, Peter Schultz, Steve Squyres, and Jim Zimbelman. The moderators were Steve Clifford
and Lisa Rossbacher.
The panel reviewed a number of morphologies that have been cited as potential indicators of
subsurface volatiles; however, two in particular, rampart craters and terrain softening, were the focus of
more in·depth discussion because of the popular attention they have received and the fact that their
areal distributions are by far the most extensive of all the proposed indicators. The fluidized ejecta
pattern that characterizes most rampart craters (Fig. 1) is thought to originate from an impact into a
water or ice· rich crust; however, "terrain softening" does not represent a particular morphology, but a
style of landform degradation. The term describes the rounded or subdued appearance frequently
exhibited by topographic features poleward of 30° latitude (Fig. 2), a characteristic whose origin has
been attributed to ice·enhanced creep.
The questions that follow are some of those considered by the panel:
Rampart craters:

(1) What is the basis for the association of rampart craters with subsurface volatiles?
(2) Is there any experimental evidence that supports the idea that the rampart crater ejecta morphology
originates from an impact into a volatile· rich regolith? If so, how close were the experimental
conditions (e.g. , impact velocity , target and projectile strength, temperature, etc.) to those expected
in an actual impact on Mars?
(3) Assuming a volatile origin, is there anything about the morphology of a rampart crater that is
diagnostic of the specific volatile (i.e., CO, or H 20), its original state in the regolith (chemically
bound, physically adsorbed, ice, or a liquid), or the quantity that was entrained to produce the
ejecta's characteristic fluidized appearance?
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(4) What is the experimental or theoretical basis for calculating the depth to, or thickness of, a volatile
rich layer based on rampart crater onset or termination diameters?
(5) What other target or projectile properties are likely to influence crater morphology, and in what way?
(6) Rampart craters are alleged to form by an impact into a volatile-rich crust , yet, with the exception of
a few isolated occurrences on Ganymede, no rampart craters are found on any of the icy satellites.
How can this fact be reconciled with the popular model of rampart crater formation?
(7) [n studies of the distribution of rampart craters, various subcategories of crater morphology have
been defined and mapped. Unfortunately, few investigators have utilized the same classification
system. Can such studies be correlated? For example, are there any clearly identifiable trends in
crater morphology with latitude Or terrain type that are common to all such studies?
(8) What obstacles prevent the adoption of a COmmon system for the classification of martian crater
morphology? Are there any reasonS for not adopting such a common system of classification?
(9) Are there any alternative explanations for the origin of rampart craters that do not require the
presence of volatiles? [f so, on what evidence are they based? Are there any arguments against these
alternatives?

Terrain softening:
(1) What is the basis for identifying H20 ice as the agent responsible for this style of landform
degradation?
(2) [s there any experimental evidence that supports this conclusion? What about terrestrial or other
analogs?
(3) If terrain softening does indeed originate from ice-enhanced creep, are the mechanical properties of
the martian crust implied by the dimensions and morphology of the affected terrain consistent with
those expected of ice-mineral mixtures at ambient martian temperatures?
(4) Could the observations of subdued topographic relief at mid to high latitudes result from processes
other than ice-enhanced creep (e.g., dust mantling, or atmospheric obscuration)?
(5) Would the analysis of crater diameter-frequency plots for the affected regions provide useful
information to refute or support the ground ice hypothesis? Have any such studies been done?
(6) Because terrain softening is restricted almost exclusively to the latitudes poleward of 300 , it has been
argued that ground ice must be absent from the regolith at equatorial latitudes. However, rampart
craters are found throughout the supposedly dry equatorial band-even in the very youngest of
terrains. How can this apparent contradiction be reconciled?
Future research:
(1) [s there any type of analysis of existing Viking or Mariner data that could shed additional light on the
rampart crater or terrain softening questions? What about laboratory studies?
(2) Are there any diagnostic tests or observations that could be carried out by the instrument packages
that have been proposed for the upcoming Mars Observer Mission?
(3) What types of instruments or experiments might be included in some future Mars mission to help
determine the state, distribution, and total inventory of subsurface volatiles?

An overview of the special session and panel discussion is provided in the session summary by Jim
Zimbelman. Lisa Rossbacher concludes the summary section with a critical review of Our current
understanding of martian geomorphology.
Stephen M. Clifford
Houston, Texas
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Program
Monday, March 17, 1986
1:30 p.m.
Chairmen: S. Clifford and L Rossbacher
Oral Presentations
Volatile inventory of Mars (invited)
R. O. Pepin
Small valley networks and the past and present distribution of subsurface volatiles, Aeolis Quadrangle,
Mars
G. R. Brakenridge
Northern sinks on Mars?
B. K. Lucchitta, H. M. Ferguson, and C. Summers
Geomorphic evidence for subsurface volatile reservoirs in the Elysium Region of Mars
E. H. Christiansen and J. A. Hopler
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P H. Schultz and D. Britt
G round patterns on Earth and Mars
L. A. Rossbacher
Spatial resolution and the geologic interpretation of martian morphology
J. R. Zimbelman
Implications for substrate volatile distributions on Mars from complex crater morphology and
morphometry
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Morphologic variations of Martian rampart crater ejecta and their dependencies and implications
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Effects of elevation and plains thicknesses on martian crater ejecta morphologies for the ridged plains
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Pseudocraters as indicators of ground ice on Mars
H. Frey
The role of fluidization in the emplacement and alteration of the suevite impact melt deposit at the Ries
Crater, West Germany
H. E. Newsom, G. Graup, T Sewards, and K. Keil
Water· ice in the martian regolith: Experimental investigation of lithologic effects
J. L. Gooding
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Morphology of large valleys on Hawaii: Implications for groundwater sapping and comparisons to
martian valleys
R. C. Kochel and J. 0. Piper
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Arcuate ground undulations, gelifluxion-like features and "front tori" in the northern lowlands on Mars
What do they indicate?
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Lava-ice interactions on Mars

D_ E Wilhelms

The youngest channel system on Mars
K L Tanaka and D_ H. Scott

Presented by Title Only
The G-scale and planetary mega geomorphology: How big is it really?
L A Rossbacher
Ice lenses on Mars
F Costard and A Dol/ius
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Session Summaries

that pseudocraters (subkilometer pitted mounds
interpreted to result from the explosive interaction
Overview 01 Afternoon and Evening Sessions
of lava and ice) could be sensitive indicators of near
surface ground ice. Numerous features appear to
James R. Zimbelman
indicate the presence of subsurface volatiles but
it is not clear to what extent these features are
Two special sessions were held on Monday, correlated with each other or with specific volatile
March 17, 1986, at the 17th Lunar and Planetary distributions.
Science Conference to investigate the topic
Channel networks in the highlands areas of Mars
" Martian Geomorphology and its Relation to were examined as evidence of volatiles contained
Subsurface Volatiles." The afternoon session within the older, more heavily cra tered terrains on
involved submitted papers on the topic (which Mars. Gary Brakenridge noted that beller
appear in this volume) while the evening session observational criteria are needed for distinguishing
centered around a panel discussion format. Both the diverse genetic mechanisms of valley networks
sessions served to emphasize th at some on both Earth and Mars . He proposed hydrothermal
fundamental issues regarding subsurface volatiles systems associated with early impact events as an
on Mars are still unresolved.
additional hypothesis to be considered. Peter
Bob Pepin opened the afternoon session with a Schultz reported on photogeologic analysis that
comprehensive review of constraints on the volatile indicates a substantial decrease in the gradation rate
inventory of Mars. He used results from the analysis with time for Mars. This analysis indicates that the
of gases in the Antarctic meteorite EETA 79001
small valley networks are predominantly from early
(interpreted by several researchers to be a sample
in the history of Mars when atmosphere-surface
from Mars) to show that a considerable quantity
exchange of volatiles resulted in extensive gradation
of H20 (tens to hundreds of meters deep planet wide)
while more recent run-off channels are due
should be present within the surface of Mars. These
principally to subsurface volatile loss. These results
results are consistent with earlier volatile inventory
emphasize the need for careful consideration of the
estimates and provide the theoretical basis for
age of morphologic features in assessing their
considering the influence of subsurface volatiles on
potential significance to volatile abundance.
surface morphology. The northern plains of Mars
Rampart craters continue to receive considerable
have several features that may be related to liquid
attention but there is still no consensus on how
and/ or frozen water within the martian surface. Don
Wilhelms, Ken Tanaka: and David Scott all noted best to interpret these features as volatile indicators.
that the knobby plains near Elysium Mons are the Wendy Hale-Erlich presented results on the analysis
source of young channel systems and possible fluid of complex craters where no strong latitudinal
lahars (mudflows). Eric Christiansen also reported dependence was observed for either fluidized ejecta
on very large lahars west of Elysium Mons that may (ramparts) or craters with pitted central peaks,
have included up to 10' km' of water. Polygonally implying a uniform global distribution for any volatile
fradured terrain in sedimentary deposits were associated with these features. In contrast, Jeff
described by Baerbel Lucchitta; these deposits Kargel presented evidence that rampart crater
appear to be related to the large outflow channels. lobate ness (the ratio of observed ejecta perimeter
There is a striking similarity in shape and scale to an equivalent area perimeter) changes from
between sub kilometer-wide ridges present near the higher values at equatorial latitudes to lower values
mouths of both the martian outflow channels and poleward of 35° latitude . Vicki Horner reported that
ice streams in Antarctica, leading Lucchitta to changes in ejecta morphology with elevation in
conclude that the martian waters may have partially Lunae Planum may best be explained by variations
frozen upon reaching the mouths of the channels. in the plains' th ickness. These results illustrate that
Heinz-Peter JCins mapped features in the northern several factors can contribute to rampart crater
plains that he interpreted to be due to gelifluxion, morphologies so that the real significance of volatiles
or a periglacial origin of soil flow. Herb Frey noted to ejecta morphology remains unclear.
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Laboratory and field analyses provide useful
constraints on the processes inferred to be active
on Mars. Craig Kochel and Jonathan Piper
effectively demonstrated the processes active in
groundwater sappmg through laboratory
experiments and field examination of large channels
on the Hawaiian islands, strengthening the case for
a sapping origin for certain martian channels. James
Gooding demonstrated that basaltic regouths might
be significantly undercooled before freezing,
increasing the potential distances for fluidized flows
on Mars. Horton Newsom suggested that degassing
pipes in the impact melt at Ries crater indicate
fluidization of the deposit with volatiles from beneath
the ejecta and similar phenomena might Occur on
Mars.
The question of scale must be considered in the
interpretation of martian morphology. Lisa
Rossbacher presented the results of a nearest·
neighbor analysis of polygonal fractures on both
Earth and Mars. She determined that, on both
planets, the pattern of larger polygons is more
random than the pattern of smaller polygons; this
result favors a process·dependent model over an
evolutionary model for polygon formation. The
spatial resolution of the Viking images also
influences the scale at which surface features can
be interpreted. Jim Zimbelman showed an example
from the Asheron Fossae region where 8 m/ pixel
images revealed an aeolian origin for features
previously inferred to be related to subsurface
volatiles from 57 m/pixel data. Most of the questions
raised by the morphologic studies of Mars can only
be effectively addressed through an examination of
the highest resolution data available.
Participants in the evening panel discussion
included Mike Malin, Mike Carr, Fraser Fanale,
Baerbel Lucchitta, Peter Mouginis-Mark, Peter
Schultz, Steve Squyres, and Jim Zimbelman; Steve
Clifford and Lisa Rossbacher served as moderators.
The introduction included brief presentations by
panel members on specific landforms cited as
indicators of subsurface volatiles and on guidelines
for the interpretation of morphology from spacecraft
images. Two features were singled out for more
detailed examination, rampart craters and terrain
softening, and about one-half of the session was
alloted for their discussion.

Rampart craters have a distinctive ejecta
morphology, often with a prominent ridge at the
distal margin of the ejecta. When the panel was
asked whether any feature of rampart crater
morphology is truly diagnostic of the role of volatiles
in the crate ring process, no clear answer was
presented. This highlights our present lack of
understanding of the real details of the rampart
cratering process and also points to an area for
future work. Are there rampart craters on the icy
moons of the Jovian planets? Baerbel Lucchitta
showed some examples of possible rampart craters
on Ganymede and noted that many mOre may be
present but that the spatial resolution isn't quite
sufficient to reveal details of the ejecta. Mike Carr
made the interesting observation that the rampart
ejecta morphology isn't seen for craters smaller than
3 km in diameter, with the cut·off size staying quite
consistent planetwide. He suggested that this may
be telling us something fundamental about the
rampart crater formation process and should be
investigated further. Several panel members also
voiced concern that a consensus has not yet been
reached regarding the classification and distribution
of rampart craters.
Terrain softening is a style of landform
degradation noted by Steve Squyres and Mike Carr
and it is interpreted to be the result of subtle
downslope movements by ice-rich soils. The strong
latitudinal dependence of the degradation, only seen
poleward of 300 latitude, is probably the strongest
evidence that a volatile is involved in the degradation
process . Can ice flow at these latitudes in the
martian environment? Baerbel Lucchitta showed
some laboratory data that indicate that ice could
flow but it would do so extremely slowly, arguing
for considerable age for such features. Several
examples were shown of the degraded terrain relief
but, as with the rampart craters, there is still no
conclusive morpholOgic evidence that a subsurface
volatile is the degradation agent. Clearly, alternative
hypotheses should be considered and tested against
the volatile-dependent hypothesis_
Some specific recommendations were expressed
at the conclusion of the panel discussion, including
(1) a comprehensive analysis of rampart crater
morphology and distribution, (2) a compilation of
clearly labeled photographs with the best examples
of all features proposed as indicators of subsurface
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volatiles, (3) detailed modeling of the flow states
proposed for various landforms, including the
rheology of the flowing materials, and (4) evaluation
of the pressure and temperature conditions present
during a cratering event in order to assess the
significance of various volatiles present within the
target and the ejecta.

Martian Geomorphology: A Critical Summary
Lisa A. Rossbacher

Water, water, everywhere
In the ten years since Viking arrived at Mars, the
role of water in the planet's history has evolved
from doubtful to possible to likely to a foregone
conclusion. Immediately after the Viking landing,
the notion of water ice on Mars was still regarded
with skepticism and thinly disguised humor. Now,
the situation is reversed; few argue about whether
ice exists on Mars. The real questions today are
where and how much.
Planetary geologists have spent considerable time
and effort-and, at LPSC XVII, words-about ways
in which geomorphology can be used to decipher
the presence and role of subsurface volatiles on
Mars. We have made some progress in sharing
inventories and theories; we have far to go in
consolidating and evaluating different ideas to reach
some consensus.

Morphologic indicators
One example of an area in which communication
hasn't worked is the use of crater morphologies
as indications of subsurface volatiles. The first study
of this offered a promising direction for research
(Johansen, 1978), but it was plagued by inconsistent
sampling, convoluted presentations of data, and a
whimsical terminology. Too many people either
accepted the latitudinal distribution of crater
morphologies with few reserl1ations or rejected the
worth of the study altogether. Subsequent studies
have concentrated on varying interpretations of
specific types of crater ejecta, rather than overviews
(Mouginis·Mark, 1979; Schultz and Gault, 1984).
Despite many exhortations in the wilderness of
martian crater studies, no full-scale reanalysis has
been completed .
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Of the other martian landforms used to infer the
presence of subsurface ice, nearly all offer
ambiguous answers. Flat-topped, steep-sided
volcanic constructs, which bare a resemblance to
Iceland's table mountains, are a promising indicator
(Hodges and Moore, 1978; Allen, 1979), but their
limited geographic distribution severely limits their
usefulness. Mouginis-Mark (1985) has evaluated the
range of landforms in Elysium Planitia that may
reflect the interaction of ground ice and volcanic
processes_ Within that area , the locations of
meltwater deposits, outflow channels, collapse
features, and possible pseudocraters have a
latitudinal variation. This distribution suggests
subsurface ice either gets deeper or disappears
between 35°N and 24°N.
Thermokarst, which appears as hummocky
ground or closed, rimless depressions created by
loss of ground ice, may be a good clue to the
presence of subsurface volatiles (Theilig and
Greeley, 1979; Rossbacher and Judson, 1980, 1981) _
Certainly these features have the advantage of a
relatively wide geographic distribution (Rossbac her
and Judson, 1981) and abundant terrestrial analogs
(Gatto and Anderson, 1975). The major difficulty
with these martian landforms is that a thermokarst
origin is not a unique explanation; another possibility
is volcano karst formed by drainage of lava from
beneath a solidified cover and subsequent collapse.
A volcanic interpretation is supported by the
proximity of many of the closed depressions to the
Tharsis volcanoes, although this relationship might
also reflect a local heat source that c ould contribute
to melting_
Polygonally fractured ground on Mars may be
related to subsurface volatiles (Carr and Sc haber,
1977; Rossbacher and Judson, 1981; Lucchitta,
1983), but arguments have also been made for a
volcanic (Morris and Underwood, 1978) Or tectonic
(Pechmann, 1980) origin. The terrestrial analogs
that are closest to the martian landforms in size
are desiccation fractures in arid regions (Willden
and Mabey, 1961). Although most efforts have
concentrated on periglac ial analogs and thermal
contraction processes, desiccation may be equally
important. Recent evidence that "desiccation
weathering" may be significant on the surface of
10 supports this (Nash, 1986). McGill (1985) has
suggested that the fractured martian plains may
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have resulted from the emplacement of a water
saturated overburden that settled, compacted, and
dried out. This proposal helps explain the
abundance of circular fractures that may indicate
buried craters, A number of investigators are
actively pursing this promising avenue of research,
The effects of drying sediments may play a role
in exhuming older landscapes on Mars (Rhodes,
1984), Exhumed topography and its relation to
volatile history is another area that deserves further
study,
The most recent entry in the morphologic
indicators contest is not a landform but a style of
landform modification , Terrain softening, as
proposed by Squyres and Carr (1986), is caused
by slow downslope creep of volatile-rich material.
The proponents of this process have identified a
latitudinal distribution, with no evidence of softening
equatorward of 300 latitude and a significant amount
of modification in mid-latitudes, The style of
softening changes around 60 0 Nand S, This
distribution corresponds well with predicted
unstable-ice areas (Smoluchowski, 1%8; Fanale,
1976),

principle of multiple working hypotheses, such
consolidation of information has been surprisingly

Combining the evidence
Inferences about subsurface volatiles are
restricted by other factors besides the ambiguous
interpretation of landform origins, Arvidson and
others have warned about the problems of
atmospheric obscuration and poor image quality for
interpretation of geomorphology, geology, and
crater-count ages, Zimbelman (1986) has illustrated
some of these problems associated with image
resolution, High resolution images may depict
scenes that are drastically different from lower
resolution frames, and features that appear
periglacial at 300 m/pixel suddenly look aeolian at
resolutions of 10 m/ pixel.
Studies of martian geomorphology-particularly
those related to the implications for subsurface
volatiles-have remained too compartmentalized,
This fact was evident from the special martian
geomorphology session at LPSC XVII, but the
discussions didn't solve the problem, The landform
studies remain separate, We need to accept that
no single morphologic indicator will answer all the
questions about subsurface volatiles, Mike Malin
has pointed out that, in a field founded on the

slow in coming.

Taken as a group, the variety of landforms
discussed here could all contribute information to
our understanding of Martian geomorphology_
Different landforms offer different types of evidence,
and we need to ask different questions of each,
For example, thermokarst should give clues to
volatile abundance, ejecta morphology to the depth
of volatiles, patterned ground to volatile history, and
terrain softening to more recent effects of the
volatiles, Mouginis-Mark (1985) has done this for
a group of landforms in Elysium Planitia, This
approach needs to be extended over the entire
planet.
Most importantly, we should then consider
carefully whether this set of information is internally
consistent. Morphologic evidence presented at
LPSC XVII did not all point to the same distribution
of subsurface volatiles on Mars, Where the data
suggest conflicting interpretations, we need to
reconsider some of the answers-and probably
some of the questions as well.

Future efforts
The greatest immediate need is for a carefully
designed study of the distribution of various types
of ejecta morphology On Mars, These landforms
are widespread, and they offer the most extensive
data set for determining the characteristics of the
surface and near-surface material on Mars, In the
process, we shou Id heed the warnings of Arvidson,
Zimbelman, and others regarding the quality of the
data we use, High resolution images are available
for many areas; where they are available, we should
be using them, The growing body of evidence that
demonstrates the value of high resolution images
also emphasizes the importance of acquiring more
photographs, We are accumulating an enormous
list of areas that need closer scrutiny_ Future
morphologic studies of Mars need additional high
resolution images, With a little luck and a lot of
scientific support, the Mars Observer should
provide this,
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A remaining need is for investigators working with
all the various morphologies to consolidate their
results. The special session at LPSC XVII was a
tentative start, but we are still talking at each other
rather than with our colleagues.
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SMALL V~LLEY NEn~ORKS AND THE PAST AND PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF
SUBSURFACE VOLATILES, ~EOLIS QUADRANGLE, MARS; G.R. Brakenridge, Department
of Geological Sciences, Wright State University, Dayton, OR 45435.
The small valley networks of Mars exhibit a variety of planimetric and
cross-sectional morpholo gies . Like valleys on Earth, they may have formed
through diverse genetic mec hanisms, including floor and wall erosion from
down-valley fluid flows, headward valley growth by spring sapping and head
wall collapse, and mass-wasting along fractures and faults. It is thus
unlikely that the small valleys of Mars all have a single origin. In fact,
one scientific outcome of continuing Martian geomorphic investigations may
be the development of better observational criteria for separating valleys
formed by different mechanisms on both Earth and Mars.
Several common classes of small Martian valleys appear, however, to
have one unifying characteristic: the presence of subsurface volatiles,
probably water and water ice, during their time of formation.
Valley
classes such as the sub-parallel slope ravines and the branching, flat
floored trunk valleys (1) are absent on (volatile-poor) Mercury and the
Moon. Completed and in-progress geomorphic mapping in the Aeolis
Quadrangle agrees with previous work (2) in suggesting a lithospheric, not
atmospheric, source for fluids associated with valley development.
The valleys both transect, and are interrupted by, impact features at
a variety of scales. It is not yet known whether valley development
occurred throughout the Aeolis Quadrangle at closely similar times.
Instead, it may be that individual valley networks are of different ages.
However, a very widespread period of endogenetic volcanic activity (inter
and intracrater plains volcanism) postdates most slope ravines and the
dissected landscapes they produced (3). Additional cratering, during the
tail end of the Late Heavy Bombardment, postdates both valley development
and plains volcanism. The apparent lack of young Martian valley networks
indicates a change in either volatile abundance or the mechanisms for
discharging volatiles at or near the surface.
In this respect, a past warmer or denser Martian atmosphere is often
invoked as a prerequisite for small valley genesis. If true, this model
implies that valley locations contain little or no information about modern
subsurface volatile distribution, ca. 3.8 billion years later. However,
another valley geneSis model (1) does not require a more favorable
atmospheric environment. Instead, hydrothermal systems associated with
early impact events can explain valley growth through headward extension,
down-valley fluid flow, and fracture-related mass wasting. Evidence in
favor of this hypothesis includes the small scale global map of the Martian
valleys shown in (4). Even at this scale, ca. 200 km wide and larger cir
cular features that lack small valleys are conspicuous. They may represent
relatively impermeable impact melt locations associated with old large
impacts. Such craters were subsequently partially filled by flow volca
nics, and scarred by younger impacts.
This model has different implications for the distribution of
subcrustal volatiles through time and at present. If the source for the
water and ice that helped mobilize valley development was lithospheric and
not atmospheric, then valley location was controlled by: 1) the ancient
regional distribution of subsurface volatiles during bombardment, 2) the
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location of conduits connecting these sources to the surface, as predicted
by the structural geology of impact craters, and 3) the relative sizes of
impact events: smaller impacts may not excavate beneath a volatile-poor,
older impact melt.
Calculations of impact heat energies suggest that hot spring and other
hydrothermal activity would be more constrained by volatile availability
than by impact energies needed to me lt and heat ice and water (I). A major
uncertainty, but one susceptible to theoretical modeling, is whether valley
development itself caused a significant net transfer of regolith water to
the atmosphere. Did volatile abundances become progressively depleted
during valley development, or was termination of valley genesis caused
instead by a shut-down of release mechanisms? In the latter case, the sub
3urface abundance of volatiles may still be high. ,
Assuming a subsurface water origin, the development and location of
conduits must exert the dominant control over local valley position.
Discharge locations (valley heads) may be strongly affected by regional
fracture systems as well as by the fractured and permeable zones
surrounding individual impact structures. This is clearly true in quite
different, and younger, geologic terrains, such as those in Thaumasia
Fossae. There, small valleys are relatively uncratered, and exhibit spa
tial relationships to visible signs of volcanism and extensional faulting
as well as to crate ring. Impact events are not the only mechanism capable
of melting permafrost, creating conduits, and promoting surface discharge
or mass wasting. Thin volcanic flows in Thaumasia partially cover pre
viously dissected surfaces, and ha ve created there a geologic situation at
least crudely similar to the more ancient and widespread inter- and
intracrater plains volcanics and va lleys o f the heavily cratered terrains.
1.
Brakenridge, G. R., Newsom, ll. E., and Baker, V. R. (1985). Geology 13,
pp. 859-862.
2.
Pieri, D. (1980). Science 205, pp. 895-897.
3.
Gumis, M. (1981). Icarus 48, pp. 62-75.
4.
Mars Channel Working Group (1983). Geological Society of America
Bulletin 94, p~ 1035-1054.
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GEOMORPHIC EVIDENCE FOR SUBSURFACE VOLATILE RESERVOIRS IN THE ELYSIUM REGION OF MARS
Eric H Christiansen and ,Jennifer A. Hepler, Department of Geology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.
Since the return of the Mariner 9 images of Mars, numerous investigators have pointed to geomorphic
evidence for the existence of large and small reservoirs of volatiles (principally water) beneath the surface
of the planet. The spatial and t.emporal distribution of these Bubsurface volatile reservoirs is important for
understanding the evolution of martian landform8, climate, and perhaps even large-scale tectonism.
The Elysium. volcanic province contains a variety of evidence, for the existence of large volatile

reservoirs beneath the surface. Geomorphic study of these landforma yields insight into the distribution and
size of these reservoirs and how they interact with the surface environment and will ultimately place
constraints on the geometry, constitution, origin, time of formation, and temporal evolution of these
important components of the martian crust. Three principal types of landforms appear to be related to
subsurface volatile reservoirs in.the Elysium region of Mars: 1) small outflow channels; 2) large lahars; and
3) vast expanses of knobby terranes around the margins of the Elysium dome.
Outflow Channels.
The most obvious expressions of the presence of a subsurface volatile reserv oi r in this region are two
relatively small outnow channels--Hebrus Valles and Hephaestus Fossae (1). Located south west of Elysium
Mons, both channel systems arise and cut across a broad expanse of older plains dotted by irregular mesas and
smaller knobs (knobby plains) .
The anastomose Hebrus Valles system of channels is 250 km long and emerges full-strength from an elongate
depression. The source depression is 10 km across and has narrow finger-like projections. Individual sinuous
channels are less than 100 m deep and about 1 km wide; a braided reach is about 10 km wide. Streamlined
bedforms are abundant in the middle reach. The channeI"s become narrower and shallower downslope. Hebrus
Valles terminate

lUI

a series of narrow distributaries. No sedimentary deposits are obviously related to the

development of the channels. Hebrus Valles are similar to other small martian outnow channels and appear to
result from fluvial erosion following the outbreak of a confined aquifer.
Hephaestus Fossae are a connected series' of linear valley segments which branch and cross downslope but
have high junction angles. Locally, the valley pattern is polygonal. Hephaest us Fossae are parallel to Hebrus
Valles but are considerably deeper and longer (600 km). The rectilinear pattern of the valleys has suggested
to some that the fossae are tectonic in origin. However, unlike graben systems, Hephaest us Fosr.ae originate
in an isolated depression very similar to the source of Hebrus Valles . At least tw o sinuous, apparently
nuvial, channels also arise from this depression. It is suggested that like Hebrus Valles, Hephaestus Fossae
are also of nuvial origin as a result of catastrophic. flooding and draining of water from beneath the
surface. Hephaestus Fossae channels appear to have cut through the knobby plains unit which overlies a
polygonally fractured terrane like that exposed at the NW end of the fossae in Adamus Labyrinthus. Downcutting
to, or subsurface flow at this pre-existing surface led to a channel pattern that was strongly controlled by
the polygon al troughs buried beneath the younger knobby plains materials. Hebrus Valles channels did not
excavate this deposit and hence show more typical outflow features.
Mega-lahars.
Photogeologic studies of the Elysium volcanic province provide specific examples of the importance of the
interaction of volcanism and subsurface volatile reservoirs to produce distinelive landforms (2). Three eets
of volcanic debris flows or lahars issue from the same northwes t-trending system of fractures that l ocaJi ~ed
the three major volcanic constructs in the Elysium province. These deposits are lobate in plan and have steep
well-defined snouts. Evidence that t hese mass now deposits were wet slurries and not lava or ash fl ows
include: 1) the intimate association of channels with their surfaces--these channels are sinuous, form
anastomose distributary patterns, and have streamlined features on their floors. These features are consistent
with the now of water across the deposits. 2) discrete channels issue from the base of the lobate masses
suggesting draining of water from wet sediments; 3) short reticulate systems of sinuous valleys cut portions
of the deposits' margins and look like seepage channels (3); and 4) numerous irregular depre ssions mark othe r
areas of the flows and have cJearly developed from a formerly smooth and more extensive deposit. These pits
may be created by the removal of volatiles by sublimation or seepage.
We explain the presence of the lahars as the result of the melting of ground ice and liquefaction of
subsurface materials . The development of the Elysium volcanoes is the most reasonabLe source of heat and is
consistent with the stratigraphic evidence that lavas and lahars were nearly contemporaneous. The contact of
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magma with liquid water may have resulted in hydrovolcanic explosio ns which produce large quantities of easily
mobilized fine-grained material (4) . The intereection of this fluid reservoir with t.he regional fradure
system led t.o the rapid expuleion of a muddy .lurry d o wn the steep weltern slope of the province.
These eediment.ary depoaih extend nearly 1000 km d o wn the regio nal elope to the northwest. and cover 106
2
km , The deposits are leal than 200 m thick near their sources and are probably much thinner on average . The
total volume of t.he lab an may the n be app rox imat.ely 10 5 km S , Taking a value of 30% water by volume--a figure
typical of terrestria.l lahars and non-volcanic debris fl ows (S}--impUes that over 10 4 km 3 of water were
involved.
Knobby Terranes .
Knobby terrane provinces consi st of relatively smooth surfaces with variable proportions of knobs and
flat-topped mesas. Broadly similar knobby terranes cover approximately 3 million km 2 in the Elysium region .
The knobs and mesas appear t o be erosional r em nants of a formerly thicker dejJosit. The polygonally troughed
terrane of Adamus Labyrinthu8 underlies th e knobby terrane in the Amenthes quadrangle. In southern Amenthes
quadrangle, the knobby plains have developed at the expense of an extensive plateau marked by irregular
depressions and pits. Layering is visible in the walls of these ragged depressions. Erosional stripping of
the knobby deposit has exhumed large impact cratere . No rth of the voka no Hecates Tholus, knobby plains are
developed at the expense of lava plains that partially bury the kn ob by plains (or its smooth undegraded
precuI"Sor). Here, large lava-capped blocks give way to smaller mesas which grade northward into smaller
knobs ..Even farther north the knobby plains disappear and reveal underlying polygonally troughed terrane.
The knobby plains preCUI"Sor appears to have developed in midd le martian history. It overlies the
polygonal plains of Adamus Labyrinthus which are post-Lunae Pl anum in age (6) and i8 in turn buried by Elysium
lavas and lahars. The knobby plains are also cut by the two large outflo w channels noted above and numerous
small seepage channel8 on the western flanks of the Elysium dome. However, evidence for fluvial erosion is
not extensive and the volume missing from the kno bby plains precursor must have been either stripped away by
eolian processes or it may represent the sublimation of water that had been sequestered in t he layered
deposits. The spatial coincidence of the knobby plains with o ther water-related landfor ms lends creden ce to
the la tter hypothesis. The degradation of the knobby pla ins precursor appears to have occurred mostly before
Elysium volcanism because vast tracts of smooth lava plain s bury knobby tenane ; but at least in the small
region no rth of Hecates, knob development appeara to h ave persisted until the later stages of Elysium
volca nism . Assuming that most of the missing volume represents removal of volatiles, and ignoring the exte nt
of the knobby plains that must underlie the Elysium volcanic province, the amount of water lost fro m this
region may be approximately 105 km 3 .
Imp lications for Sub-Surface Vol atile Reservoirs at the Surface of Mars.
The evidence provided by these landforms is internally consisten t with the presence of a large relatively
shallow volatile reservoir in the Elysium region of Mars . If the geologic features described above are
reliable indicators of subsurface volatiles in this regi on, they imply that:
- the precursor of the knobby plains is an important volatile reservoir.
- volatile reservoirs lie relatively close to the surface .
_ volatile reservoiI"S underlie millions of km 2 in this region.
- volatiles may be lost in a variety of ways from these reservoirs.
_ volatiles were incorporated in an easily eroded surficial deposit in th e middl e history of Mars.
The ultima te origin of the water in this reservoir is uncertain, but th e evidence is at least consiste nt
with the polar wandering model described by Schultz (7). Otherwise, a model to explai n the preferential
entrapment of volatiles into one regions' surface materials is needed.
R eferences.
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ICE LENSES ON MARS
by Fran,ois Costard+ and Audouin Dollfus*
* Observatoire de Paris, Section de Meudon, 92195 Meudon, FRANCE.
+ Laboratoire de Geographie Physique (Meudon-Bellevue).
With the dry periglacial-type climate of planet Mars, an underground
permanent 1-3 Km thick permafrost extends allover the planet below the sur
face (1). Along cratered uplands and northern plain boundaries, chaotic ter
rains are Observed, which were interpreted as thermokarst features (2). Ther
mokarsts are identified on Earth; they are produced by the melting of ground
ice. This process of collapse is well developed in areas of segregation ice
where ice lenses or wedges are produced (3). The purpose of the present work
is to document the presence of ice lenses in the martian permafrost.
1 - In the Martian region Hydaspis Chaos, at iON and 29°W, several tens of
ellipsoidal mounds are observed, with an average major axis of 7 km (fig.
1); we interpreted these features as ice lenses (4). Lucchitta suggested
also the idea of ice lenses on Mars (5). On Earth, there are two kinds of
ice lenses, the pingoes and the hydrolaccoliths; both are formed by segrega
tion or injection of ice in a frozen ground (6).
a) Closed system pingoes in Mackenzie, for example, were grown by the

cryostatic pressures of a frozen lake. Such a process cannot prevail on Mars
as the planet stands presently, because the low atmospheric pressure of 6mb
prevents the existence of water lakes. Advocated periodic climate variations
might allow development of lakes but, i f such was the case, pingoes would
be observed widely over the planet, and not in specific areas.
b) Open system pingoes, also designated hydrolaccoli ths, such as those
in Alaska for example, have elongated shapes; they grow under artesian pres
sure, by the presence of a talik (unfrozen sediments within permafrost).
In this case, the ground water close to the surface freezes and produces
an ice core. This process is apparently more likely on Mars, an account of
the morphology and location of the ellipsoidal mounds observed. The advocated
presence of taliks is consistant with the formation of outflows from confined
aquifers (7). Ice lenses on Mars are much larger in scale than for any ter
restrial analogs, probably because the low gravity reduces the weights of
the ice core and of the water under pressure.
2
In the Pleistocene alluvial terraces of Central Yakutia, alas valley
features are well developed and range from 2 to a few tens kilometer in length
(8). The water 1s first trapped in flood plains, or frozen in lakes. Then,
ice lenses and wedges are produced. Their subsequent melting contributes
to the development of flat floored and steep sided depreSSions, called alas.
Their coalescence produces a mature alas valley. On Mars, an alas like valley
is observed at the month of the outflow Ares Vallis at 14'N and 28°N (fig.
2). This thermokarstic feature is about 200 km long .and 100 km wide. Its
floor has an alternation of fretted alluvial terraces with arcuate banks,
and of flat circular depressions averaging 4 kIn in diameter. Narrow ridges
are also observed t sometimes perpendicular to the valley. The widening of
the floor at the very location of the alas valley implies a decrease of the
flow surface velocity which facilitates the formation of an alluvial accumula
tion plain. In cold climate conditions, fluvial sediments are trapped as
a frozen deposit with formation of ice segregation. Then, during a warmer
climate episod, or by means of a geothermal heating, melting or sublimation
of the ice in the lenses and wedges may produce extensive alas developments.
The analogy between Ares alas valley on Mars (fig. 2) and terrestrial
counterparts such as Kokara in Siberia (fig. 3) is striking. However the
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martian feature is 20 times larger than the terrestrial analogs. The large
number of circular depression in Ares does attest, for the majority of them,
the presence of fossil ice lenses rather than impact structures. The presence
of an alas valley on Mars and its fluviatil origin do support the formation
of outflow channels as catastrophic floods (9) rather than glacial erosion.
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PSEUDDCRATERS AS INDICATORS OF GROUND ICE ON MARS; Herbert Frey,
Geophysics Branch, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
In the search for reliable indicators of the past location of surface or
near surface volatiles on Mars, pseudocraters (if they exist) would be of
direct but limited use. We have previously suygested that the thousands of
small (subkilometer) pitted cones which dot portions of the plains-forming
units in northern Mars may be volcano-ice analogs of Icelandic pseudocraters
(1,2), which on Earth form where lava flows over water or water-saturated
ground (3). The steam explosion caused by this interaction is only marginally
less efficient if (as is likely on Mars) ice is the volatile(4). Positive
identification of martian pseudocraters would therefore be strong indication
of past occurrence of ice at or near the surface of Mars.
The basis for suggesting that the small cones on Mars are pseudocraters
includes: (a) small size, (b) abundant but patchy distribution on what
·appear to be volcanic plains, (c) presence of other features suggestive of
surface or subsurface ice. (d) morphological similarities to Icelandic
pseduocraters, and (e) the similarity in distribution of crater/ cone diameter
ratios to Icelandic pseudocraters(2). This last morphometric ·parameter may
be the most important, since other possible small terrestrial volcanic
analogs have very different crater/ cone diameter ratio distributions(2).
In a survey of the available high resolution Viking Orbiter imagery, abun
dant fieldS of possible pseudocraters were found in SE Acidalia Planitia, S
Utopia-Elysium, W Isidis Planitia and, perhaps, near Hellas (2,5,6).
However, only a small fraction of the plains-forming units imaged at high
resolution (range ~ 2000 km) were found to contain the small cones: of
some 12,200 images searched we found subkilometer cones with central pit on
less than 350 «3%). This low discovery rate, combined with the limited
high resoluiton imagery, restrict martian pseudocraters as global indicators
of surface or subsurface ice.
There are only minor morphological differences between the subkilometer
cones found in Acidalia and those found in Utopia-Elysium-Isidis; more strik
ing is the variation in background terrain on which the cones are found.
In Acidalia the cones are found on smooth plains of both uniform and mottled
appearance but also on widespread fractured and subdued fractured plains
(2,7). The fractured plains are of interest because they may themselves be
indicators of ground ice(S). All the plains_forming units on which cones
have been found also contain rampart craters, but there are regional differ
ences in the size distributions of these craters which may be interesting
(see below). In Acidalia there are general trends in the dimensional and
distributional characteristics of the cones which seem to depend on back
ground terrain: the younger plains (which are smooth, not fractured) have a
higher density of cones, but the average cone diameter is lower «700 m)
than on the fractured pl ai ns (>700 m). Cones on subdued fractured
plains(9), which are under-populated in impact craters at the ~mallest
diameters and have soft, incomplete or interrupted fracture patterns, have
the largest mean diameters observed and also the highest percentage of
widest central craters. Preferential obscuration of small cones and
decrease in the observed cone base diameter due to blanketing by dust seems
likely (7). This demonstrates another problem with using pseudocraters as
indicators of ground ice on Mars: because of thei r small size they are
easily removed or obscured by a variety of erosional processes.
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Pseudocraters do have one important contribution to make to the
study of the distribution of volatiles in the martian crust. Because
of the way they form, they indicate the presence of only surfa ce (or very
near surface) ice over which relativel y thin lava flows have been emplaced.
If the lava flow is too thick, cones will not form as the work required
to lift the overlying molten rock becomes greater than that available
fr om the explo s ion. Likewise, if the ice is buried too deeply beneath an
insulating layer, the heat from the lava flow may dissipate before suf
ficient volatilization of the buried ice occurs(4). Therefore the size of
pseudocraters and their spatial density depends on a combination of lava
flow thickness and temperature, depth to the ice layer and fraction of
ice in mixed layers (soil and ice). Dense co ncentrations are favored by
relatively thin flows over abundant ice close to the surface; more wide
spread groupings may indicate variations in flow thickness and/or the
depth to the (top of the) ice laye r.
It would be interesting to compare the spatial density of possible
martian pseudocraters with the size frequency distribution of rampart
craters (10,11,12,13). Not only could such comparisons help to define the
thickness of the ice layer(14), but comparison of rampart and non-rampart
crater populations with a varying density of pseudocraters could place
temporal constraints on the longevity of the ice-rich laye r. For example:
in Utopia Planitia where widely scattered small cones occur, rampart cra
ters are rare for diameter s < 3 km, but for D > 5 km almost all craters
have this st ructure. Perhaps the small craters formed largely after the
near-surface ice vanished. By contrast the rampart craters found in the
fra ctured plains in Acidalia occur at very small diameters in the regions
wher e small cones exist.
Despite the sampling problem, the latitudinal distribution of martian
pseudocraters and its compar ison with oth er ice-rel ated features is of
interest. In Acidalia Planitia most of the small cones lie at latitudes
greater than 38°N, ranging up to 50 o N. We find no convincing evidence
for s uch features below -35°N; however, there is very little high res o
lution imayery available. No small pitted ones are found in Chryse between
20 and 30 o N, even though good imagery does exist (15,2). Jly contrast
small cones are found as low as lOON latitude in Isidis. These are
unusual in their spatial distribution, however, being very densely grouped
and often occur ing in long chains(2). If these are also pseudocraters,
then at the time they formed surf ace or near surface i ce must have existed
at this low latitude in eastern Mars.
REFERENCES: (I)Frey, H. et al., J. Geophys. Res. 84, 8075 (1979). (2)F rey
H. and M. Jarosewic h, J. Geophys. Res. 87, 9867 (1982). (3)Thorarinsson,
S., Bull. Volcanol. Ser. 2, 14, 3 (1953). (4 )Roc ha, 0., unpublished
manuscr1pt (1979). (5)Frey,H. and H. Jarosewich, Lunar Planet. Sci.
XII, 297 (1981). (6) Frey , H. et al., Lunar Planet. Sc i. XII, 30U (l~ 8 1).
T/TFrey, H. and A.M. Sefileniuk, Lunar planet. 5C 1. XV, 272 (l9!:l4). (8)Carr,
M.H. and G.G. Schaber, J. GeOphr' Res. 82, 40390977). (9)Guest,
J.E. et al., J. Geo phy s . Res. 8 ,4111 (1917). (10)Johanse n, L.A., NASA
TM 80339 12 3 (1979). (11)Allen, C.C., Icarus 39, III (1979 ) . (l2)Carr,
M.A. et ~l.,.J. Geophys. Res. 82, 4055 (1917). (l3) .Mouginis-tlark,
P.J., J. fieophys . Res. 84, 8011 (1979). (14)Barlow, N.G., B.A .A.S. 17,
735 (1985). (15)Greeiey, R. et al., J. Geophys. Res. !:l2, 4093 (1977).
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WATER-ICE IN THE MARTIAN REGOLITH: EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
LITHOLOGIC EFFECTS.
J. L. Gooding,
SN2 / Planetary
Materials
Branch,
NASA/ Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058 USA.

of

Introduction. Anderson [1] showed that, for clay-sized « 2-Mm) particles
kaolinite - and smectite-group minerals, ice-nucleation ternper~tures depend

on both mineralogy and the water/mineral mass

ratio.

However,

the

median

particle sizes in the Martian regolith are likely to be in the sand- to
gravel-sized intervals [2] and crystalline phyllosilicates might not be very
abundant [3]. Accordingly, new experiments were conducted to investigate the
freezing and melting of water ice in a natural regolith that evolved in a
Mars-like environment but without significant clay-mineral production.
Samples.
Bulk sand and gravel material was collected from the upper 8-10 cm
of Makanaka glacial-outwash debris near the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii.
The
outwash deposits represent glacial drift that was reworked by minor ouburst
floods during the late Pleistocene [4J. Bulk samples were sieved and found to
be composed mostly of lithic and mineral fragments derived from basalts, with
moderate degrees of weathering [5).
As found previously by Ugolini [6],
crystalline phyllosilicate weathering products were rare.
Thermal Analysis. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was conducted with
a full-range, Perkin-Elmer Model DSC2C under constant purge of dry carbon
dioxide gas, using procedures described elsewhere [7,8).
Samples were held in
aluminum containers, heated or cooled between 200 K and 300 K at 5 K/ min, and
temperatures of principal transitions were measured as defined in Fig. 1.
Results. For si1t- and sand-sized fractions, with mass ratios of water/sample
1 , the onset of freezing occurred at 266-267 K whereas the onset of melting
occurred at 272-273 K (Fig. 2). For comparison, pure water (in aluminum)
undercooled to 256-257 K before onset of freezing. The onset of melting of
pure water at 273.16 K served as a temperature calibration point.
Therefore)
the

net

effect

of the substrate was to raise the freezing-onset temperature

(by heterogeneous nucleation) but
relative

to

pure

water.

to

lower

the

melting-onset

temperature,

The temperature of melt initiation, defined as the

first-inflection limit in the heat-flow curve during melting, was 271-272 K
for pure water but was only 269-271 K for the water/sample mixtures. Although
melting-onset and freezing-onset temperatures were apprOXimately independent
of water / sample ratio,
the temperature of melt initiation covaried with

water/ sample ratio (Fig. 3). Because water-soluble salts were ~are to absent
in the Mauna Kea outwash soil, co11igative-type freezing-point depression
cannot explain the nonlinearity of the melting-initiation curve in Fig. 3.
Dependence on Heating and Cooling Rates. The effect of variations in the
thermal-cycle rates remains to be investigated.

Heating

and

cooling

rates

used in these experiments were similar to those used by Anderson (1) but are
much greater than should ordinarily occur on Mars.
For example, daytime
surface heating and cooling rates during Martian summer at the Viking landing
sites are on the order of ~ 0.1 K/min [9, 10J. Because temperatures for most
endoenthalpic transitions increase with increasing heating rate [11], it might
be argued that Mars-like heating rates should lead to melting-initiation and
melting-onset temperatures that are even lower than those in Figs. 2-3.
For
freeZing phenomena,

though, an inverse effect might occur, with slower Martian

cooling rates producing freeZing-onset temperatures that are higher than those
in Figs. 2-3. However, fast cooling rates might apply to outburst floods and
post-cratering emplacement of impact ejecta so that their freeZing-onset
temperatures might be similar to, or lower than, those suggested here.
Implications for Geomorphic Processes on Mars.
Even in the absence of salts
temperatures at which freezing and rnelting~ water occur in the Martia~

regolith should
Anderson et al.

not be the same as those that apply to pure water. Although
[12] previously made that point for ultrafine-grained,

MARTIAN REGOLITH ICE EXPERIMENTS
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clay-mineral substrates,
it is clear that both comparable and contrasting
effects occur in sandy "basal tic" regoliths that are poor in phyllosilicates.
Fluvial and periglacial geomorphic processes should be affected because the
temperature at which ice nucleates in a cold , wet regolith should be the
temperature below which fluid flow yields to plastic flow , creep or fracture
as the principal form of deformation.
Experimental data suggest that wet
"basaltic" regoliths that are cooled at moderate rates might remain unfrozen
to temperatures of 266 K or lower, and might support fluidized mass movements
at faster rates or along greater distances than might otherwise be expected.
REFERENCES:

[1] Anderson O. M. (1968) Israel ~ Chem. ~, 349. {Zl Gooding J. l. (1981) In Third Interna
tional Colloguiun on!iaC.§, lPI Contr. 441, lunar PLanet. Institute, Houston, 95. [3] Singer R. B. et at.

(1985) In lunar Planet. Sci. ~, Lunar Planet. Institute, Houston, 787. (4) Porter S. C. (1979) Geol. Soc,
Amer. Bull., 90, 980. (5] Japp J. M. and Gooding J. L. (1980) Rept. Planet. Geol. Prog. - 1980, NASA Tech.
Memo. 82385, 212. [6] Ugol ini F. C. (1974) Clays and ~ Minerals, 22, 189.
Yater Q!J Mars, LPI Tech. Rept. 85-03, Lunar PLanet. Institute, Houston,
Icarus, in press. (9) Hess S. L. et al. (1977) L Geophys. Res .• 82, 4559.
Science, 194, 1344. [11] Yendlandt, Y. Y. (1974) ThermaL Methods of Analysis,
D. M. et al. (1967) Science. 122. 319.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SUBSTRATE VOLATILE DISTRIBUTIONS ON MARS FROM
COMPLEX CRATER MORPHOLOGY AND MORPHOMETRY. W. S. Hale-Erlich, Amoco Prod
uction Company, New Orleans, LA. 701S0
The central structures found in complex impact craters on Mars include
uplifts (central mountain peaks), depressions (floor pits), or a combination
of these (peaks with summit pits) (1-3). The presence of depressions or pits
as central structures, as well as fluidized ejecta deposits around these
craters, have been attributed to interaction of the crater-forming process
with a volatile component the martian substrate (4). Central structures in
impact craters consist of materials from stratigraphic positions well below
the target surface, and sampling depth increases with increasing crater rim
diameter (6). Fluidized ejecta deposits may occur due to inclusion of vola
tiles in the primary ejecta cloud during crater excavation, and/or secondary
entrainment of local near-surface volatiles during ejecta blanket deposition
(4). Thus central structure morphology and morphometry, coupled with ejecta
morphology, may provide the best estimate of variati ons in volatile content
laterally and with depth in the martian substrate. Such variations in vola
tile content with latitude, substrate or terrain type (2,4) and depth (2,S)
have been proposed. This contribution summarizes a study of all fresh
complex impact craters for 7S% of the martian surface to determine variation s
in these crater attributes with substrate (terrain), latitude and crater rim
diameter (Drc). Data was collected for 2113 complex craters on all terrain
0
o
types (7) and at most latitudes (+90 to _6S ).
Variations with Drc (Depth) - Central peak (Dcp) or pit (Dp) diameter and
Drc were recorded for each crater. Statistical analyses defined power-law
relations for Dcp/Drc (Figure 1) and Dp/Drc (Table 1). At Drc)60 km, Dcp is
larger for a given c rater diameter On Mars than on the Moon or Mercury. Pits
(floor or pitted peaks) and fluidized ejecta depOSits occur primarily where
Drc = 20-SS km. At Drc>70 km, the Dcp/Drc relation is comparable to that for
lunar and mercurian craters, ballistic ejecta types (4) predominate (Figures
2,3) and pits are extremely rare.
Regional Variations - Central peaks occur in 69% of the complex craters
studied. They are the dominent central structure t ype on all terrains except
Elysium lavas, although pits occur in some craters on all terrains. No con
sistant increase in pit frequency with latitude was found. Similarly, fluid
ized ejecta deposits are found at similar frequencies at all latitudes and on
all terrain types. Central peaks occur in craters with fluidized as well as
ballistic ejecta, as do pits.
Discussion - If the formation of pits a~ fluidized ejecta deposits requires
the presence of substrate volatiles, the lack of strong dependances between
the frequency of occurrance of these features with terrain or latitude argues
for a global distribution of these volatiles. The predominince of pits as
central structures, and fluidized ejecta deposits, at Drc(SS-70 km suggests
that these volatiles may be confined to depths sampled by craters within this
diameter range, and the prese nce of relatively reduced central peak diam
eters, depth/diameter ratios (S), and a ballistic ejecta component for Drc>
60 km supports this hypothesis. This depth may be roughly constrained by
present apparant crater depths (S,8) and terrestrial central uplift sampling
depths (6) to between 2.S-6.S km.

Volatile Distributions from Crater Morphology
W. S. Hale-Erlich
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Re f er ences: 1) Smith, E.I. (1976) I carus 28, pg. 543. 2) Wood, C.A. et. al.
(1978) Pro c . Lunar Plane t. Sci. Coni. 9, p. 36 91. 3) Hodg es , C.A. e t.~l.-
(1979) Lun ar Planet. Sc i. XI, p. 450. 4) Mougin s -Mark, P. (1979) JGR 8~
p. 8011. 5) Cintala, M.J. and Mougins-Mark, P. (19 80) GRL 7, p. 329 . 6)
Grieve , R.A.F. e t . al. (1981) Pro c. Lunar Planet Sci. Coni. 12A, p. 37. 7)
Scott, D.H. and-ca r~M.H. (1978) U.S.G.S. Map 1-1083. 8) Pi ke , R.J. (1 980)
Pro c . Lunar Pla ne t. Sc i. Coni. 11, p. 2159
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EFF.E cr s uF ELEVATION AND PLAINS THICKNESS ES ON MARTIAN CRATER EJECTA
110RPHOLOGIES FOR THE RIOGED PLAIN S ; :1. M. Horner and R. Greeley, Dept . of
Geolog y, Arizona State 1)niversity, Tempe, AZ 8528 7
The effects of elevation and ridged plains thicknesses on martian crater
ejecta morphologies have been ilwestigated as part of a study of the relation
s hip be tween cra ter ej ec ta charac teris tics and prope r ties of plane tary
surfaces. This study incorporates several new supporting data sets:
the 1:2M
Vi k ing photomosaics, Earth-based radar altimetry for the ,nartiar> equatorial
region (1) and preliminary Viking-based regional geologic maps (2,3). Early
work invollling a limited number of Viking frames indica ted a decrease in
ejecta extent and a shift towards lunar--like ejecta morphologies with increas
ing elevation (4). A later study, in which the revised elevation data were
used (5), yielded no correlation between ejecta extent and elevation within
the ridged plains, bu t no dis tinc tions we re Inade arnong ej eC ta morphologies.
We show here a slight rel13tionship between the distril>ution of ejecta morphol
ogies and elellation, and a stronger relationship between the distribution of
ejecta morphologies and ridged plains thicknesses.
367 fresh craters on the ridged plains unit were measured and classified
from indillidual Viking frames used for the 1:2M photomosaics (resolution -130
2.30 m/pxl ) . Mouginis-Mark's and Blasius and Cutts' ejecta classes were used
to identify ejecta morphologies (4,6). An additional morphology was identi
fied in this study: ej ec ta wi th one comple te lobe around the cra ter and a par-
tial ou ter lobe was des i g na ted as type SD (see fig. 1). Geologic uni t, cra ter
size, a nd latitude (0° to ±25°) were controlled in this study so that correla
tions between ejecta morphology and elevation could be more easily detected.
There appears to be a sligh t correla tion of ej ec ta morphologies wi th
elellation. For crater diameters (Dc) = 5- 10 km, the single-lobed rampart type
(Sa ) predominates at all elevations, but the percentage of both the partial
OU ter-lobed (SD) and doub le-lobed (D) morphologies increases a t high eleva
tions. ln addi tion, type SD ej ec ta is found more of ten than type D a thigh
elellations. For Dc~ 10-40 km, the only statistically significant change in
ejec ta morphologies wi th elella tion is in the 1'ela tive oCCurrence of ejec ta
types SO and D. At low elellations, type SD is found more often, yet at high
ele llations type D predominates. Regional studies within L,/nae Planum show
that the onset diameter for both ejecta types decrease with increasing eleva
tion, and tha t wi thin a given eleva tion range, the diame ters of cra ters wi th
SD ej ec ta are almos t always .. the diame ters of cra ters wi th type D ej ec ta.
The change in ejec ta morphologies wi th eleva tion may be bes t explained by
a decrease in the thickness of Lunae Planum, where about half the data were
obtained, with increasing elevation.
I'or a given impact energy, increasingly
complex ej ec ta morphologies would resul t from increas ing · atmospheric densi ty
(7). If differences in ejecta morphologies with elellation result mainly from
changes in the degree of at,nospheric drag effects, atmospheric density would
halle to increase with elevation to explain the current observations. It has
also been suggested that double-lobed ejecta results fr om an impact into a
target with a volatHe-rich lower horizon (8). To explain the observations,
the depth to this layer would have to decrease with elevation, and there is no
~ priori reason why this should occur at a given latitude.
A third possibil
ity is that our results mainly reflect a general decrease in the thickness of
the Lunae Planum ridged plains with elevation. This i s supported by a plot of
our data with respect to thickness lIariations within Lunae Planum (9) and
Hesperia Planum (10).

liARS EJECTA: El"FI>C'rS OF ELEVATION AND PLAINS THICKNESS
Horner, V.M. and Greeley, R.
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Figure 1 shows the relatioaship betweea ejecta morphology and ridged
plains thicknesses. For three crater diameter illtervals, ejecta morphologies
become less complex as plains thickness increases. Simple ejecta morphologies
dominate for large plains thickaesses aad small crater sizes. For intermedi
ate thickaesses and crater sizes, ejecta type SD predominates. progressing to
types D and MR with increasing crater size and/or decreasing plains thick
nesses.
(The occurrence of type SS is mainly a function of latitude.)
Factors which may affect the observed relationship include estimated errors ia
thickness contours (9.10). and the small number of usable rim heights in the
study (9.10). so that local ponding or thinaing of ridged plains material in
some areas would be undetected.
It is also possible that changes ia ejecta morphology with mapped ridged
plains thickaesses represea t chaages in the abundaace of subsurface vola tiles.
Differeat geologic uai ts have differeat capaci ties for vola tile storage; thus
changes in the depth to the contact between the ridged plains and lower uaits
may also represeat chaages ia the depth to a traasit10a in subsurface volatile
content.
REFI>RENCI>S: (1) Downs. G.S. et al .• 1932. (abs.) Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf.
XIII. 182-133. (2) Scott. D. and K. Taaaka. 1935. 1:15M Geologic Map of the
western Region of Mars. USGS. in press. (3) Greeley. R. and J.E. Guest. 1:15M
Geologic Map ofthe Eas tern Region of Mars. USGS. in review. (4) Mouginis-tlark.
P.J •• 197~J-.-Geophys. Res. 34. 30Tl-8022. (5) Mougiais-Mark. P.J. and E.A.
Cloutis. 198)7 (abs.) Luaar Planet. Sci. Conf. XIV. 532-533. (6) Blasius. K.R.
and J.A. Cutts. 1981. ~net. Geol. Std~ Qtr. R~(7) Schultz. P.H. and D.E.
Gault. 1979. J. Geophys. Res. 84. 7669-76~(~Mouginis-Mark. P.J •• 1981.
Icarus 45.60-76. (9) De Hoa. R:"A., 1985. (abs.) Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. XVI.
171 172:-TI0) De Hoa. R.A •• 1985, (abs.) Lunar Plan" t. Sci. Conf. XVI.
173-174.
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Flg. 1 - The relationship between ejecta morphology aad ridged plains thick
nesses for Lunae Planum aad Hesperia Planum. for A) Dc= 5-10 km. B) Dc= 10-15
km. and C) Dc= 15-40 km. SS= single-lobed. scarped terminus. SR= single-lobed.
rampart terminus. SO: full ianer lobe. partial ou ter lobe. D= two comple te
lobes. MR= mul tiloba te. Thicknesses taken from (9.10).
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ARCU ATE GROUND UNDUL ATION S , GELIFLUXION - LI KE
FEATURES AND "FR O r~T TURI" IN THE NURTH<:RN LOWLA r~DS o r~ MARS 
WHAT lJO THEY INDICATE ? H.-P Jons, Geol. In stitut, TU, 3392 Clausthal,
W. Germany
An a nalysis of the relief of the Northern Lo wlands on Mars
le d to the disco very o f numerous relief e lements which occur
e xc lusi ve l y in thi s area. Amo ng th ese featur os are polygons
(? des icc a tion cracksi?settl ement cracks) which are widely distr i
buted between 2U o and SUo lat. This area has been interpr eted
as a ve ry large sedimentary basin (1, 2 ). It s southern boundary
is indicated by a narrow zone (up to ca. 1 50k m wide) of uniqu e
morphol00ic features which fo rm thr ee sub - zo nes:
a) a s u b - zone of a rcu ate ground undul a tion s ;
b ) a s ub - z one of tongu e- shape d mud f low s(?) or ge liflu xion 
li ke features tog e ther with
c) " front tori" (see Fig. 1).
Detail ed investigations led to the re s ult that these zones can
be traced around the whole planet within th e Northern Lowland s ,
with the except ion of two lar~er gaps. (O ne gap is situated in
th e vicinit y of the Lyo t impact which i s Ob vi o u s l y yo ung er than
the l as t outflow ev e nt (s) and the other on e is s ituat ed north of
the El ysi um vo l ca noe s . ) Mo r eover , these feat ur es ( includi ng the
polyg ons) can be trac ed back into the mouth area and int o the
channel s of the large outflow channels Ar es -, Tiu-, Simud-,
Marwth Vallis. This spati a l ois tribution pe r mit s the assumption
that during th e last (catast ro phic?) outflo w eve nt(s) a h u ge
amount of aqu e o u s s lurr y was r e lea sed b y th e s e va ll eys int o th e
Northern Low l a nds where it prob ab l y form e d a s h a llow circumpolar
mu d ocean.
After it s emplac eme nt tllis mate ri a l soon froze and/
or desiccat e d which result ed in the origin of the p olygon s . The
southern "shoreline" of the propo s ed mud oc e an is probably indi
cated by th e set of speci al f e atures which ha s be e n described
above .
Re f e ren ce s : 1 ) Jbns, II. - P . ( 1 984) Lun. and Pl a n. Sc ienc e XV,
Abstr., Pa rt 1, 417 - 4113. 2 ) J u n s , H. - P. ( 1 913 5) Lun. an d Pl a n.
Sc ience XV I, i\ bstr ., Pa rt 1, 4 11; - 415.
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Probable Mud Flows and/or Gelifluxion
- Like Features along the Outskirts
of a Sedimentary Basin, MARS
( Vik ing o rbit e r fr a mes:
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MORPHOLOGIC VARIATIONS OP MARTIAN RAMPART CRATER EJECTA AND THEIR D!PENDH>lCIES AND

IKPLlCATIONS; J.S. Kargel. Dept. of Planetary Sciences. Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721
Johansen 1 reports observations indicating that the morphology of Martian rampart crater

ejecta varies considerably with latitude.

She finds that Martian rampart craters can generally

be classified into two major descript iv e types.

The predominantly low latitude "water-type"

ejecta morphology typically includes a sharp ejecta flow-front ridge and a highly crenulated,
lobate flow-front perimeter; the higher latitude "icy-type" ejecta morphology lacks a sharp

distal ridge and has a more circular perimeter. On the other hand. Mouginis-Hark 2 concludes
that no correlation of rampart ,ejecta morphology with latitude exists if one excludes his "type
6" pedestal craters). These contrary conclusions are each based on global surveys of Hartlan
rampart craters using two different qualitative ej~cta morphology classifications. This study
is intended to approach this controversy in a more quantitative way.
The presence or absence of a distal ridge on an ejecta flow is the most distinguishing
feature of the "icy" and "water" types .o f rampart ejecta. but this feature is difficult to
quantify. The lobateness of the perimeter is more easily quaT,ltified. Here, lobateness is
defined as r : (ejecta flow front perimeter )I(~n(flow area»~. Note that r is similar to the
H employed by Woronow and Hutch 4 . r = 1 for a circular ejecta flow front, with no upper limit
for more Circular ejecta. Few craters have r greater than 1.6.
Similarly shaped ejecta
olankets at different sizes have identical values of r.
In this study, r, crater size, latitude, longitude, ele va tionS, and geologic unit 6 were
determined fo r 538 rampart c raters using 1:2 million scale USGS photomosaics. The geographic
distribution of analyzed craters is shown in Figure 1. The chief selection criterion required
a minimum of about 907. of an ejecta perimeter to be well delineated and uneroded; this
criterion was relaxed somewhat at hi~h latitudes, where poor image qua lity and extensive
erosion and mantling reduce the sample size. Th is rigid criterion automatically introduces a
shar p bias against the cratered hi ghlands. No Craters were rejected on the basis of
circumstances such as oblique impact, diversion of the fl ow around obstacles, or local
inclination of the surface. For multi-lobed craters, only the most complete and visuall y
prominent l o be was analyzed.
Figure 2 shows that for low latitudes r depends strongly on crater size. High latitude
craters show a similar though less clear size dependency. The size dependency of r for all
craters taken together is about 0.025 per kilometer of crater diameter . This siZe dependence
could be due entirely to a sensitively stress-dependent (and therefore scale-dependent)
rheology of the flo ws, or to the dynamics of the excavation prOcess; but perhaps also invol ved
is the possibility that larger craters penetrate deeper into a water-rich layer that may
underly an ice-rich permafrost 8 . Large craters may tap into abundant water, yielding highly
fluid ejecta, whereas small craters may tap only into permafrost; these small impacts may melt
and vaporize only a small fraction of the cold ice, yielding more viscous ejecta.
Figures 3a, b, and c quant itat i ve ly conf i rm Johansen' s I, and Blas ius' et al. 7 observa t ions
that ejecta morphology varies with latitude, with the apparently lower v isc~ity. highly lobate
"water-type" flows occuring generally at low latitudes, and the apparently higher viSCOSity,
more nearly circular "icy-type" ejecta occurring at mid and high latitudes; the transition fr om
more lobate to less lobate is gradational in the viCinity of ± 20° to ± 35°, consistent with
Johansen'sl findings. Narrow crater size bi ns are employed in figure 3 and Table 1; then
crater size is eliminated entirely as a free parameter by normalizing each~ata point to a
common crater diameter using the O.25/km size dependence. This latitudinal dependence can best
be interpreted as indicating an ice-bearing permafrost layer that thickens towards high
la t itudes, underlain by a water-bearing layer that is more access i ble to impacting objects at
low latitudes. This observation also argues against long-term deviations from the present
ro ta tional axis 9 dur ing Amazonian Or Hesperian times, unless these deviations were smaller than
about 20°.
Contrary to the observations of Mouginis-Hark 2 , r is not dependent on elevation. That
observation was probably due t o the inclusion of generally low-elevation pedestal craters in
the data set 3 .
Table 1 suggests that there is little or no geologic control on i. When high latitude and
low lati tude craters are considered separately, terrains of greatly varying age and
characteristics possess craters with similar values of I. This tentati ve result suggests a
roughly constant Martian climate through Amazonian and into Hesperian times, and roughly
uniform volatile contents of diverse geological materials. However, initial indications are
that modest excursions of the climate might be revealed by more detailed geologic and
morphologic analysis.
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MORPHOLOGY OF LARGE VALLEYS ON HAWAII:
GROUNDWATER SAPPING AND COMPARISONS TO MARTIAN VALLEYS

IMPLICATIONS FOR

R. Craig Kochel and Jonathan O. Piper, Department of Geology,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Stream channels draining the windward slopes of the islands of Hawaii,
Maui, and Molokai display greatly variable degrees of dissection relative to
thei r leeward counterparts.
Leeward slopes are slightly dissected with
numerous high density channel networks developed in parallel arrangement.
Windward channels are dominated by deeply dissected valleys having broad
U-shaped cross-sections and amphitheater headward terminations (Fig. 1). It
is unlikely that the asymmetry of rainfall-runoff between opposite sides of
these volcanoes can account for these differences alone, especially since
dissected valleys occur on windward slopes as well.
Groundwater sapping
processes are suspected to playa major role ·in explaining the morphology
observed in deep Hawaiian valleys. The contribution of groundwater to the
formation of large Hawaiian valleys was discussed by early workers (I, 2).
They noted the apparent coincidence of dike Swarms with headward terminations
of large valleys and suggested that once surface runoff incision proceeded to
depth where it intersected perched dike water, the influx of groundwater
caused dramatic increases in the rate of valley enlargement.
Evidence supporting the importance of sapping comes from a combination
of studies of imagery and topographic maps, field observations, and
la boratory experiment s.
Drainage basins were outLined on 7.5' topographic
maps from which morphometric . measurements were made. Table I summarizes the
trends of these studies.
Principal components analysis of the morphometric
data showed that valleys could be distinctly separated on the basis of
morphometry (i.e., Fig. 2 shows first principal component).
Field reconnaisance of several valleys verified the signHicance of
groundwater discharge into the large valleys.
Valleys appear to be
retreating headwardly by plunge pool erosion at valley-head waterfalls
combined with basal sapping and associated mass wasting of headwalls. Plunge
pool erosion appears to have been minor.
Large discharge springs occur at
the base of valley heads, even in valleys without waterfalls or where falls
were diverted by upstream irrigation tunnels. Piracy of groundwater flow has
played a major role in the development of these sapping valleys, much as it
does in the evolution of surface runoff networks.
Finally, experimental studies of groundwater sapping processes in
unconsolidated sediments (3) provide useful analogs to the Hawaiian channels.
The effect of a sudden increase in groundwater contribution to a channel
system was mimicked with the use of stratigraphic variations in sediments of
varying hydraulic condivity.
Surface channels were established on a smooth
slope by groundwater sapping through the sediments from a headward reservoir.
A more permeable and porous medium was put in the headward area of the slope
which was progressively tapped as sapping channels cut headwardly. The rate
of channel widening and extension increased significantly after the headward
aquifer was tapped. These experiments and others in progress lend support to
the model of increased dissection in the Hawaiian valleys caused when
channels incised to the level of perched dike waters near the volcano
summits. Widening of the headward portions of the large valleys on Kohala
(Fig. 1.) by subsurface piracy is similar to the valley head widening that
occurred in experimental runs at the level of the major aquifer.
The
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Hawaiian and exper i mental valleys bear many morphologic and morphometric
similarities to valleys along the slopes of Valles Matineris on Mars , also
thought to have been influenced by sapping pr ocesses .
Refe r ences :

(1)

Stea rn s , H.T., 1966, Geology of the state of Hawaii :
Palo Alto,
Califo rnia, Pac ifi c Books, Pub ., 266 p.
(2) Macdonald, G.A., Abbott, A.T., and Peterson, F.L., 1983, Volcanoes in t he
sea , the geology of Hawaii , 2nd ed iti on: Honolulu, Uni v. Ha waii Press,
517 p.
(3) Koc hel, R.C., Howard, A.D., and McLane, C., 1985: in Woldenberg, M.J.,
ed ., Models in Geomorphology, New York, Allen and Unwin, p. 313-341 .
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF RUNOFF-DOMINATED AND SAPPING -DOMINATED
VALLEYS ON KOHALA VOLCANO
CHARACTI':RISTIC
Basin shape (K)
Head terminations
Trend of channel segments
Downstream tributaries
Local re li ef (R2)
Drainage density (TDD)

RUNOFF-DOMINATED
extremely elong ate
tap ered, g radual
uniform
frequent
low
high

Drainage symmet ry

s ymmetrical

SAPPING - DOMINATED
light -bu lb shaped
amphitheater, abrupt
variab l e
rare

high
low- canyons
high-plateaus
asymmetrical
low down - dip
high
hi ghe r

Canyon area / basin a r ea (ECR) low
Junction angle (MJA)
lower
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Fig. 1 . Drainage networks on northeast Kohala
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NORTHERN SI NKS ON MARS?; C. K. Lucchittd, H. H. Fergus on . and Cathy Summe r s,
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Mos t o f the l a r ge ou tfl ow c hannels on Mar s deb ouch into th e north ern p l a i ns.

Despi t e

del i be rat e search es, however, de ltaic o r se d i men t a ry dep osits have pre vious l y e l uded detec tion.

Recently, McGill [l,2J has prop osed tha t the polygonal ly fr actu r ed t erra i n in t he nort he r n pl ain s
may be co mpose d of sed ime ntary l aye r s t ra nsport ed the r e through t he ou t flow channels. Th e
fo llowing observat i ons support McGi l l ' s hypothe s i s .
Fra ct ured ground and ass oc iated l ands capes of disinteg rati on (chao tic and hummock y terrain s)
a re common in l ow area s on Mar s . A low a r ea in t he center of Cand or Chasma (lat _7° , long 73°)
re ce ive d outwash from se ve r al landslide l obes . This ar ea i s oc cu pied by fla t -lyin g de posits th a t
embay t he surroun ding terra i n a nd have d su rf ace texture o f p l at eaus and hummocks trav e r se d by
nume r ous cracks. Sur fa ces of two ot he r smaller l ow spots in eastern Cand or Chas ma hav e a s i mil ar
texture. Thes e cracked surfac es ap pe ilr to ha ve bee n de velop e d i n sedi men ta ry depos its compose d of
outwash from lan dsl id es that was charged with water [ 3J; the c r acks may have developed when th e
de pOSi ts f r oze . If th e deposi t s had a large con tent of ice, it s d i Sin tegrati on may explai n t he
later chaotic c ollaps e · oF s ome of thes e depos it s [4 J . The major a r ea of cha oti c terrain in
t1argariti fe r Si nus (lat 0°, l on g 20°) occupies a r egional depression be t ween th e Th a rsis bulge to
the wes t and cratere d h ig hland s to th e east. This l ow a r ea r eceived an c i ent draina ges [5 ,6, 7),
whi c h may hav e l e f t water-r iC h alluv ial deposits tha t frac tu red upon f r eezi ng. (Th e outf low
c ha nnels emer ged late r from col l apsed are as in t his t e rra in.) The oc cu rr ence of fr ac t ur e d
t e rrains in l ow ar eas that ha ve ap parently r eceived infl ux of li qu id materials suppo r ts t he
c ont e nt ion that c r ac ked terrain prefere ntiall y deve l ope d on sedimen t ary depOSi ts t ha t conta in ed
wat er or ke.
The poly go nall y fra ct ured ground in th e no rth er n plains occ u r s in low reent r ants of th e
nort hern p l a ins prO jec t in g into the sout he rn highland s (Fig. 1). One reen t r an t i s in Ac i dalia
Planit i a (f i g . 1, hachur ed are a wes t of l o ng 355°), ano th e r in Ut opia and Elysium" Plan i t i ae
( fig. 1, hachu red areas edst of long 275°) . Polygon a l l y fractured depOS its in th e reen tran t s
dr a pe over as muc h as 4 km of re l i e f and only l oc al ly occupy t he l owest are as of the no r the rn
plains. The coin Ci de nce of l ow r eent rant s and po l ygonally Fracture d depOSi t s is cons i ste nt with
th e hyp othesis that t he depo s it s are sedi ment s transported in to t he reentra nts fr om t he adj oin l ng
highl ands. Howev e r , it i s mo r e d i fficult to exp l ai n why the fra c tured deposi t s dr ape ov e r a
surface o f co nsid erabl e r e lief and are not everywh e r e depo s i ted in the lowe st area s of th e
nor t hern plains. The depo s its may have been laid down as subaerial fans or in sta ndin g bodi es o f
wa t e r. Th e unif o rmit y of the deposit s , howe ver, argues a gainst thei r emp l acement as fa ns , whic l1
wou l d hav e fill ed differ ent areas s uc cessive ly. A s ta nding body of wat e r, depo si ti ng sedi ments
from high er l eve ls, would ha ve had t o be 4 km de ep. an unlik e ly proposit ion on Mar s. However, i f
the depositional su rface was l a t er warped, a hypo thetical body o f water could ha ve been much
shal l owe r . Pos tcha nn el wa r pi ng may inde ed have oc curred on Mar s; in th e Chryse r eg ion , ch annels
at lc1l +15° , long 351;> c r oss a dep ress ion 2 t o 3 km dee p ( U. S. Geo logical Sur vey , 1:15 milli o n
scal e t opo graphic map, unpub. dat a) .
Chan ne ls debouch int o the r een tran t s that contain po lygonall y fr dc t u r ed gr ound ( f i g. 1) . The
r eent rant in Ac i dalia Plan itia i s s urr ounde d on t he so uth by th e mou t hs of th e Chry se c hannels ~
Kasei, Ma ja , Tiu , Simud, Ar es , and Mawrth Valles. Th e E. lysium chann e ls- -Hebru s, Gran icus , Tin jar,
and Hra d Va ll es --debouch into the reentr ant in Ut opi a an d Elysium Pl an itiae. Se ve r a l "Qrabens tha t
e vidence mo d i fica tion by wa t er als o trend toward Utopia Pla nitia. A gene t ic link be t wee n channel s
and polygonal deposit s i s further suggested by their si mllar ages . On the new geologi c map o f
Mars by Scot t and Ta naka [8,9 ], th e polygonally fr actu r ed deposi ts an d t he Chrys e an d Elys i um
outflow channels ar e consid ere d to be late Hesperian an d early Amazon i an i n age .
Sinu ous r idges withi n elon ga t e dep ressions a r e abu ndant near t he mouth s of th e Ch r y se
chan ne l s in Ac idal ia Pl a nitia and in fro nt of th e highland sca rp in west ern Utop i a Planitia
( fig. 1 ). The rid ges ( 0 . 5 to 1 km wid e ) a r e s i milar i n size an d f o r m t o rid ges at th e mouths of
ice streams and in ice s he l ves in Antarctica [10J. Sinu ous ri dges a t th e mout h of Ares Valli s
(llJ r es embl e ri dg es on th e Rutford Ice St r e am and el sewhere in Antarc t i ca, whe re th e floati ng i ce
is d iv erted by shoal s [1 2J. Ridges i n depre SS ions ar e al so fou nd wh ere floatin g ic e s treams
conve rge. The s t ri king similari t y between the se Anta r c t ic ridges and th ose on Mars su gg es t s t hat
ma t e rial trans po rt ed through th e mou t hs of Mart ian outflow channels had character isti Gs s i mila r to
t ho se of floating An ta rctic ic e st r eams ; the red uc ed energy r eg ime a t t he mou t h of Ma rt ian
c hann els may ha ve permitt ed the ir partia l free zi ng. The loca t ion of t he ridg es i n front of the
Marti an high l and scar p is s i milar to the l ocat ion o f t he ridge s in front of t he An tarctic
cont inent, where the bord e ring ice-sh el f oce an is shallow and shoaly . The sim i larit y sugge s t s
th at th e Martia n highland s we re locall y bordere d by fr oze n materials t hat had mechanical
prope rt i es similar t o Anta r c t ic i ce she l ves .
Un der pr esen t Martian surface condi t ion s, pu r e wa te r would be f r oze n so lid. Ye t, if ou r
i nter pretati ons a r e co rrect, l i quid wa ter beneat h l c e sheet s caused t hem to flow li ke i ce s helves
and to de pos i t sediments fr om ou tfl ow chan ne l s . Two conditi ons wou l d hav e pe rm itted the
occurr enc e o f liqui d wa te r in the northern plain s:
(1) Ma rs' c l imate was wa r me r un t il la te
Hesp e ri an or early Ama zonian time, or (2) t he wate r was extra o rdinarily briny. Brass [1 3]
s ugge s t ed poss ible brin es f or Mars and gave t heir free z in g t empe r a tur es. Al ka li-chloride brin es
wou ld fr ee ze a t 250 K, Mg C12 -alkali-chl o r i de brin es would freeze at 218 K, and CaCI 2-MgC1 2 
a l kal i-chlorid e b rines woula fre eze at 215 K. At lat t 30° t hese t hr ee br ine s woul d p r odu ce,
r es pec tivel y. an i c e cap 3 km thick. an ic e cap 300 m thic k, and no i c e c ap at a l l [14J.
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I n summa ry, several lines of evi dence converge t o support the hypothes i s that the po lygonally

fra ctu r ed gro und in the no rt hern plains of Mars developed in sinks, on sediments derived f r om the
Mart ian c hanne ls. Some characteristics of the deposits and s imilar ities to Ar. t arctic ic e Sh e l ves
suggest t ha t deposition was in a stan ding body of water.
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Figure 1. Location o f polygonally fra cture d g r ound (hachures). channel s (arrowed lin es). and
sinuous ridges ( bla ck areas) . Hi gh l and boundary shown as solid black line; al terna t ive
bou ndary delirnit i ng ou tli e rs of cratered highlands shown as dashed lines. Base is shadedrelief ma p of Mar s .
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THE ROLE OF FLUIDIZATION IN THE EMPLACEMENT AND
ALTERATION OF THE SUEVITE IMPACT MELT DEPOSIT AT THE RIES
CRATER. WEST GERMA NY: H.E. New som. G. Graup*. T. Se wa rds and K.
Keil. Institute of Meteoritics and Dep a rtment of Geology. Univers ity of New
Mexico. Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA. *Max-Planck-Institut fUr Chemie,
Sa ar s tr. 23, 6500 Mainz, We s t Germany.
The emplacement and alteration of impact ejecta has important implications
for the formation of regoliths and soils on planets.
Examination of suevite
(impact melt brcccia) at the Ries crater, especially the fresh outcrops at the
Otting quarry outside of the crater, reveals an abundance of vertical degas
sing pipes, which have only been briefly mentioned in the literature. A new
search at other outcrops of the suevite revealed that they are widespread,
although their abundance varies. The number and width of degassing pipes
at the Otting outcrop were measured in 36 2-m-wide sections.
Most of the
pipes are 2 to 4 cm wide and the pipes occupy 5 to 10% of the upper portions
of the out c rop. The size and number of pipes decre ase s toward the base of
the suevite.
Within the pipes, the fine grained matrix of the suevite has
b een removed, leaving coarser fragments that are coated with a layer of light
brown clay.
The smalif,r pipes are cylindrical, whereas the larger ones are
planar , and all are oriented vertically.
At the centimeter scale, the pipe s
deviate from vertical to go around la rger inclusions in the suevite. Similar
pipes are observed in ignimbrites [1].
The role of fluidization in the formation of degassing pipes in volcanic
ignimbrites is shown hy the experimental work of Wilson [2,3]. The effect of
gas pres s ure on the poorly sorted mixture of irreg-ularly s haped particl e s
starts at low gas pressures with no expansion of the material, and the
ejection or elutriation of fines cannot occur except at the very surface. At
some hi[rher gas pressure, the particles become partial1:' supported by the
gas and the deposit partly expands. A max imum pressure can be r eached at
which an instability occurs and p nrt of the g'as flow i s concentrated into
discrete channels or degassing pipes from which the fines are ejected.
A
possible internal gas source is the release of steam from th e shock heated and
melt"d dasts. Vesicles are common in glass bomb s in the suevite. External
gas sources are also possible: 1) Gas trapped during the forIYIation of the
flow . 2) Air incorporated s.t the front of a moving flow. 3) Gases released
by combustion of vegetation and heating of surface Iv ater and groundwater.
He ating of groundwater is a possibility, but the suevite at Otting sits on top
of 45 m of clay--ri ch buntc breccia ejecta d eposit.
Heatinp: 0: groundwat e r
could h a v e heen import a nt in the c r a ter suevite, because groundwater would
flow r a pidly into the crater. However. our only data on the crater suevite
come from drill cores, and dcgassing pip es have not b een described in these
samples. Th e lack of sur fa ce soil in the c hannels can a lso be explained by
fluidization.
For poorly sorted samples, Wil sGp. (3] indi cates that an upper
fine s-rich layer is produced by elutriation and is always vigore.usly fluidi zed.
Bubblos e manating from segre gation channels in the underlying ma t e ri al
agitate th c layer. prevcllting the cha nnels from penetrating t o the surface
and sealing the pipes f1.'()m later s urface contaDination.
A sceJ' orio for the "nplacement and al teratic.n of the Rics e jecta is as
follows:
The low('r hunte breccia was emplaced relatively cold and is
probably equivalent to the contim; ous ejecta blankets obs"rve d on thc Mc.on.
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The suevite deposit contained a significant amount of heat and was emplaced
on top of the bunte breccia, but did not incorporate any of the lower
deposit.
The degassing pipes indicate that the suevite was significantly
fluidized after deposition on the bunte breccia.
The suevite may represe nt
the fraction of impact melt and ejecta lofted inward and upward by the air
flow field produced by the refilling- of the hole in the atmosphere from the
projectile's passagc [5]. The lofted material may form a cloud, analogous to a
volcanic eruption column, that can subsequently collapse, creating the suevite
depcsits. The suevite was deposited on the bunte brcccia in a nonturbulent
fashion, since the contact of the suevite with the bunte breccia is sharp and
usually undisturbe d by any movement of the suevite, although occasional
bombs pierced the bunte breccia [5]. In addition, there is no evidence for
the formation of segregation features before the suevite had come to a
complete rest.
Wilson [2,3] has shown that· segregation features can be
produced in flowing material and they are stable against d e struction by
turbulence in the flowing sheet.
However, channels produced during move
ment of the suevite would not be vertical, in contrast to the observed pipes.
39
Fission track, 40 Ar_ Ar, and paleomagnetic studies suggest that the
deposition temperature of the suevite was about 550 o C. The high temperature
and presencc of alteration minerals suggests the degassing pipes were pro
bllbly conduits for hydrothermal solutions after their formation [6], but based
on our petrographic observations, the channeled areas of suevite arc probably
no more altered to clay minerals than the suevite away from the channels. We
conclude that the alteration clays in the suevite and in the degassing pipes,
were formed fOllowing emplacement.
Our clay mineral analyses by X-ray
diffraction show that the clays from the Otting outcrop are primarily
montmorillonites with some degree of illite interstratification.
Significant
hydrothermal alteration occurred, even though a limited supply of water was
available.
There are impol·tant implications of this work for the question of the
origin of the martian soil. Suevite deposits, external to craters and subject
to erosion, were probably widespread on r.1ars. In contrast to the Ries, the
underlying Martian ejecta blankets probably contained significant amounts of
ice, providing water for hydrothermal alteration.
Because the heavily
cratered terrain on Mars still covers half the planet, hydrothermal alteration
of impact melt deposits may have contributed much of the martian soil. The
thermal energy in the melt sheets may have also been sufficient to breach the
frozen caps on groundwater systems, allowing water to flow out on the
surface, possibly forming small valley networks [7].
References.
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VOLATILE INVENTORY OF MARS. R. O. Pepin, School of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Minnesota, t1inneapolis, Minnesota 55455.
Elemental and isotopi c abundances of atmoph i l i c elements and molecules
trapped i n the glassy litholo gy of the EETA 79001 she rgottit e are in good
agreement with Viking measurements of martian atmo s pheric compo si tion(1,2 ).
Th e data ba se for the 79 001 gla ss i s quit e extensive: r es ult s fr om several
noble gas studies(3-B), and from nitrogen(6, 7) and carb on(9 ) analys es , ar e now
available. The geochemical case for EETA 79001 in partic ular, and the SNC
met eorites in general, a s Mars deriva t ives is further strengthened by the fact
that absolute numb er densiti es (particl es per unit volume) of gases trapped in
the 790 01 glass and gases in the contemporary ground-level martian atmo sphere
are essentially identieal( lO) . Thi s remarkabl e observation, first made by Ott
and Begemann(ll), certainly set s s tringent boundary conditions on de tails o f
the trapping mechanism, but these conditions a r e much more credible than the
in c r ed ible coincidence that must be in voked in a ny scenario of non-ma rtian
origin.
This direct evi dence for origin of the SNC meteorites on Mars, and for
trapping of an unfracti onated samp le of ma rtian atmospheric gases in the 790 01
glass, provides a r easonable basis for comparing the martian and terrestri a l
atmospheres wi th more ~reci s ion than that afforded by the Viking data set.
I sotopes. The 2~e/ 2Ne ratio, not measured by Viking, appears t o be about
10; the average of two estimates(7,B) from the 79001 glas s i s 10.1 ± 0.7, close
to the t errestrial ratio of 9.8. Kr and Xe compositions are non-chondritic;
they are generall y earth-like exc ept for a s mall ma ss fracti onation effect
favoring the light isotopes,a mu ch higher relative abundance of 129Xe, and
ev idence that the component structures of martian and terrestri a l xenon are
significantl y different. The re i s no evidence for measurabl e amounts of fis s i o 
genic Xe from either uranium or plut onium de cay in martian atmospheric Xe . Ar
compo s ition is anomalous, although within the range of the recently revised
value from Viking(2 ) : the trapped 36Ar/ 38 Ar ratio of 4.1 ± 0.2(7) in the 79001
glass is st rikingly lower than the value s near 5.3 that chara c terize both the
ea rth and major meteoritic gas carriers. A primordial martian~ ratio of 5.3
could in prin ciple have been alt ered by some planet-specific pro ces s operating
over geo logic time , but we have not ye t found one that work s . A conceptually
attractive pos s ibility, cosmic-ray spal lation of surface materials, would
require irradiation of a pl anet-wide ca lcite depo si t for muc h of the age of
the solar system with the pre sent galac tic cosmic-ray flux in order to fit the
data(7).
Elemental Abundances. There i s a remarkab l e empiri ca l relation ship betwe en
martian and t err es trial abundances ( [Al) of N2 , COz, 2~e, 36Ar, 84Kr and 132Xe
in observable vo l a tile re servoirs (atmosphere a t maximum pressure for Mars, and
atmo sphere, hydrosphere, bios phere, and sedimentary rocks for Earth), which can
be expressed as [Ad l = 1.27 x 10-4[Aeart hl 0.865 . The average dev iation from
this corre l ation f or the six volatile spe c i es i s ~2 5 % . If th e r e lation s hip
al so holds for H20, then the known martian wa ter re s ervo ir, the north pol a r
cap , would contain an average of ~ 150 meter s of H20 i ce over its area, equiv
alent to a planet-wide 7S centimeter water column. The r adiogeni c gases 40Ar
and 129Xe fall we ll off thi s correlation, in th e direction of higher abundances
for Mar s.
Relative element a l abundan ce ratio s of noble gases in the martian and
t e rres trial atmospheres, expressed as [M/ 130Xe ]d/[M/1 3 0Xe ]earth for M = 84Kr,
36Ar and 2~ e , decrea se with de c reas ing ma ss in a fun c tional relationship of
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depletion vs . ma ss that points to the ope ration of some type of ma ss -fraction
ating process. This suggests that Mars, or its protoplanetary feedstock, may
have suffered mass-dependent noble gas losses from a reservoir that initially
was compositionally similar to the Earth's. With this assumpt ion concerning the
initial re se rvoir, an episode of atmospheric escape early in the history of
Mars could hav e generated the observed noble gas depletions; loss of a few
hundred meters of water from Mars by hydrodynamic escape of photochemically
produced hydro gen would be required to yield these depletions(12). ln the limit
of negligible Xe loss during this episode of hydrodynamic escape, the noble gas
inventory for Mars, prior to the onset of fractionating losse s of the lighter
gases, would have been ~ 1/7 0 of the present terrestrial atmo spheric inventory,
or > 1/70 if Xe was lost as well. The r e is no way in this mod e l to further
limit this numbe r, or to address quantitatively the question of the "missing"
martian volatiles compared to the terre s trial inventory. lt may be that these
volatiles as well were lost in hydrodynami c escape, during an earlier episode
in which the hydrogen escape fluxes wer e so large that mass fractionation of
the noble gases carried away with the hydrogen was negligible(12). Alt ernative
ly, they may nev e r have been present, or they remain even now in the interior,
sequestered in an extensive undepleted mantl e untapped by outgassing processes
over the lifetime of the planet.

REFERENCES. (1) T. Owen et al. (1977) J. Geophys . Res. 82, 4635; (2) T. Owen
(1986) Update of the Anders-Owen Model for Martian Volatiles, in LPI Technical
Report on Evolution of the Martian Atmsophere, Lunar and Planetary lnstitut e,
Houston, TX, in press; (3) D. Bogard (1982) Meteoritics 17, 185 ; (4) D. Bogard
and P. Johnson (1983) Science 221, 651; (5) D. Bogard et al . (1984) Geochim .
Cosmochim. Acta 48 , 1723; (6) R. Becker and R. Pepin (1984) Earth planet . Sci.
Lett. 69, 225; (7) R. Wiens et al. (1986) The Case for a Martian Origin of the
Shergottites-II: Trapped and Indigenous Gas Components in EETA 79001 Glass,
Earth Planet. Sci. Lett ., in press; (8) T. Swindle et al. (1986) Xenon and
Other Noble Gase s in Shergottites, Geochim. Cosmochim . Acta, in press;
(9) R. Carr et al. (1985)" Nature 314, 248; 1. P. Wright et al: (1986) Carbon
Abundance and Isotopic Studies of Shergotty and Other Shergottite Meteorit es ,
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, in press; 1. P. Wri gh t (1985) personal corrununication;
(10) R. Pepin (1985) Nature 317, 473; (11) U. Ott and F. Begemann (1985) Nature
317 , 509; (12) J. C. G. Walker and R. Pepin (1986) Mass Fractionation in
Hydrodynamic Escape, in preparation.
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GROUND PATTERNS ON EARTH AND MARS; L.A. Rossbacher, Geological
Sciences Departme nt, Cal ifornia State Polytechnic University, Pomona,

CA 91768-4032.
Pol ygonally fractured ground can be quantitatively described by
nearest-neighbo r analysis; the R-statistic indicates the degre e to which
a pattern deviates from an expected random d i stri bution of vertices and
intersections ?f outlining fractures. For patterns observed on Mars and
in cold regions on Earth, most are statistically more regular than
random (1).
Because nearest-neighbor analysis is scale independent, patterns
with a range of s izes can be compared with each other. The value of this
is in being able to compare patterns r egardless of size, but the scale of
the features cannot be ignored. Preliminary data suggest that, for both
Earth and Mars, larger polygons have more random patterns than th e smaller,
more regular polygons (Figure 1).
Possible explanations for this relationship between size and
rand omness include evo lutionar y a nd process-dependent model s . (a) The
evolutionary model suggests that the patterns begin as smaller, more
regular patterns that are then modified into larger, less regular
patt erns by enhanced erosion of some fractures and infilling of o thers

(1,2). Processes that modify terrestrial polygons includ e wind (3,4) ,
flowing water (5,6,7), and vegetati on (5,8). The first two of these could
also have been effe ctive on Mars. (b) The process-dependent model
sugg ests that both size and regularity of ground patterns are controlled
by the processes that form them. In . general, thermal contraction processes
on Earth crea t e more random patterns - and larger polygon diame t ers - than
ice wedging processes (1). If process is the independ ent variable, then
both pattern randomness and s ize may fo llow from that. The role of climate
and material a re not known ye t, but the t e rrestrial r ela tions hip s s hown in

Figure 1 in cl ud e data [rom Scandinav ia, Alaska, and Canada, and the Martian
data come from 4 different places a long the boundar y be tween the c ratered
upland and the northern plains (9).
The simil ar relationsh ips between size and pattern on Earth and
Mars, despite the different absolute sizes of the polygons, suggests an
underlying Similarity in the fac tor s that control the size, randomness,

and origin of the patterns.

Furt her study of the relationship between

pattern randomness and size of both terr'estrial and Martian polygons

should help clarify the relationships among

size and randomness, the

mechanism of forma tion, and perhaps the agents of modification.

This research is funded by NASA Grant NAGW-715, under the Planetary
Geology a nd Geophysics Prog ram.
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THE G-SCALE AND PLANETARY MEGAGE0!10RPHOLOGY: HOI-) BIG IS IT REALLY?
L.A. Rossb ac her, Geological Sciences Department, California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona, CA 91768-4032.
Megageomorphology considers the large landforms on a ~lanetary
surface . These features are defined, in part, by their size relative to
the plane t itself. The siz e of landforms has traditionally been compared
with analogous forms On Earth, a nd although this is a valuable approach
for comparative study, it fails to illustrate the landform's size relativ e
to the planet itself. This report suggests a way in which the definition
of "mega-" can be quantified and adapted to the size of the specific planet.
The size of the area being studied influences the inves tigation (1),
with decreasing det a il availa ble with increasing total area. In plan e tary
geomorphology, the scale that can be studied is limited, at both ends, by
the size of the planet and the best image resolution available. These
r es triction s af fect both the definition of megageomorphology for that
planet and the possibilities for comparing features between planets.
To quantify the area under investigation, physical geographers have
used the G-scale a s a measur e of relative area (2). The G-scale uses a
logarithmic relationship to compare th e area being studied to the plan eta r y
surface area (2, p. 846):
G

a
G = log-

R
a

where both Ga (the planet's total surface area) and Ra (the area being
studied) must be measured in the same units. Similar types of logarithmic
scales are widely used to describe grain sizes, stellar magnitudes, and
pH values (2).
Figure 1 illustrates the relative scales of continent-sized features
on the terrestrial plane ts as a function of th e radius of that planet (G a ).
The inset shows the planets on a G-scale relative to Earth (G a = Ea rth's
radius) .
Several useful observations can be made from Figure 1. Continent
sized land mass es are similar in size, relative to the ra4ius of their
planet. Viking images of the Martian surface are be tter, relative to the
siz e of the planet, than satellite images of the other terrestrial planets.
The megag eomorphology of any planet a ry surface must involve features with
G-scales less than or equal to the available satellite images of that
surface.

Physical geographers have argued that the size of the area being
studied inf l uences the framework of the study itself (2). For planetary
geomorphology, this influence includes both the area that is being studied
and the area tha t can be studied, limited by the planet's size and image
resolution. To date, megageomorphology has lacke d a clear definition of
the fe a tures being studied (3). Use of the G-scale helps to standardize
the sizes of landforms relative to Earth or the other plane t being studied
and facilitates comparisons between landforms on different planets.
This research is funded by NASA Grant NAGW-715, under the Planetary
Geology and Geophysics Program.
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EARLY CHANGES IN GRADATION STYLES AND RATES ON MARS P. H. Schultz and D.
Britt, Brown University, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Providence, RI 02912

INTRODUCTION: The history of an active surface-atmosphere exchange of volatiles on Mars is
recorded in the ancient cratered terrains. Large impact basins and craters provide a means to
document this process and any changes in style with time. Two large impact basins (Isidis and
Argyre) produced large well-defined geologic units and terrains, thereby allowing reliable crater
statistics and dentification of time-dependent processes prior to most well-perserved volcanic
events. Moreover, the collective impact basin record permits calibration of ancient gradation
rates.
APPROACH: The wide annulus of massifs and knobs of Isidis and Argyre provided sufficiently
large areas for meaningful crater statistics of large (> 30km diameter) craters. Counts were made
over adjacent and nest"d areas in order to test consistency and to derive relative ages of each
basin. Within the Isidis annulus, characteristic terrains provided counting areas for dating
contrasting surface process: channeled hummocky terrain, ' etched terrains, and intermassif
channeled plains. The channeled hummocky terrain contains a high channel density (length/a r ea)
of narrow valley networks cutting both primary Is idis features and old craters. The etched
terrains represent a broad region outside the inner high-relief massifs of southwestern Isidis
where numerous irregular plateaus, mesas, and relict craters indicate a different style of erosion.
The intermassif channeled plains occur along the inner mountainous ring. Shallow meandering
channels form a large integrated drainage system t hat is linked to numerous smaller
intermountain basins ("ponds"). These ponds and interconnected tributaries extend beyond the
primary inner massif ring through broad canyons.
The Argyre basin presents a dramatic contrast in channel development. Deeply incised,
narrow valleys exist but emerge along the scarp or are highly localized. Intermassif plains
contain subtle curvilinear channels but the high density networks and furrowed massifs typical for
Isidis are missing (1,2). To the south, long curvilinear channels and canyons follow heavily
degraded basin structure and topography from beyond the Argyre scarp to the interior where
narrow ridges appear to replace the original channel course. Narrow-valleys on ejecta facies
superposing Argyre are isolated and unlike the systems within Isidis. Crater statistics have been
obtained for the knobby terrain inside the scarp where larger post-terrain craters could not be
buried by plains.
Figure 1 and Table I summarizes selected data from t his study and permits comparison with
other published crater counts of major volcanic events (3). Both the Isidis and Argyre crater
distributions contrast with distributions derived for the oldest plain s units examined here and
elsewhere (4) . A rapid fall-off in the number of craters smaller than 20km in diameter may
reflect a different production population, enlargement of craters by erosion (~25%), or a basin
secondary crater population (10-50km in diameter). Each possibility is being explored in more
detail but we tentatively believe that the distribution curves are indicating active gradationa l
processes since the formation of Isidis and Argyre. The observed crater distribution of Sinai
Planum has been used as a "s.tandard" in order to correct for crater loss of ancient terrains anq to
extend data from small countmg areas. These counts have been normalized to 10kmll0 km in
order t{) minimize the amount of extrapolations from either ancient or recent terrains.

DISCUSSION: The change in narrow-valley-network (nvn) drainage density within well
defined drainage basins and the change in style with time is s hown in Figure 1. As discussed
previously (2,5) , a rapid change is indicated after the Argyre impact. This can be documented not
only by comparison between Isidis and Argyre but also by old impact craters. Four conclusions
emerge. First, the interior massiflknobby annulus of Argyre does not appear to be a pristine
basin s urface but a modified terrain da ting from early volcanic plains e mplacement. The terrain
is similar to but later t han the knobby terrains of Elysium, which may be related to an ancient
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modified basin (6). Second, much later channel development is observed within the Isidis
intermassif region. These channels form a long, relatively mature and integrated system. Third,
both the etched terrains within Isidis and the nearby volcanic plains of Syrtis Major Planitia date
from approximately the same period. Fourth, late-stage (comparable in age to Syrtis Major
Planitia) unintegrated run-off channel systems occur within the mantled ejecta facies of old impact
craters or are localized in certain deposits/terrains.
These results provide quantitative data for the change in gradation with time on Mars. Prior
to the Argyre impact, the formation of narrow valley networks within Isidis resulted in removal of
75% of the crater smaller than 3km in diameter and 30% of craters smaller than 10km and/or
10-25% enlargement of larger craters. The size distribution of large martian impact basins in the
ancient cratered terrains suggests broader scale losses during earlier epochs, rather than an
absence of basin-forming impactors. The knobby terrain of the Elysium region and the nearby
fretted terrain margins developed after the formation of Argyre, at about the time of the earliest
volcanic constructs were formed. This process, and presumably .the formation of the martian
"dichotemy" appears to reflect on erosional event (rather than, or in addition to a tectonic
process). The knobby terrains within Argyre may preserve a similar process nearly simultaneous
with early volcanic plains emplacement (Sinai Planum). The etched terrains that apparently are
associated with the emplacement of Syrtis Major Planitia of southern Isidis may represent an
arrested analog for this process. Narrow-valley network formation apparently had ceased except
as highly localized occurrences reflecting geothermal activity or emergent springs . The dramatic
change in broad-scale gradation rates and style from pre-Argyre to Tharsis times suggest a
change from atmosphere-surface exchange to principally surface/subsurface volatile loss including
water and perhaps trapped carbonates (7).
References: (1 ) Schultz., P.H. and Rogers. J. (1982) Conf. on Planetary Volatiles . LFI Contrib.
488, p . 97-98. (2) Schult.., P.H. 01 ai. (1984), LPI Tech ilepoct 85·03 (S. CI;fTocd, ed) , p. 82·84.
(3) Plescia. J .B. and Saunders. R.S. (1979 ) PTTX. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf lO/h, p. 2841 -2859. (4)
Neukum, C . and Wise, D. (I976) Conf. on Euolution of the Martian Atmosphere, Lunar and
Planetary Institute, Houston. (6) Schultz, P .H. (I984) Lunar and Pla.netary Science XV, p.
728-729, Lunar and Planetary Institute . Houston. (7) Kahn. R. (1985) icarus, 62 , 175 · 190.
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THE YOUNGEST CHANNEL SYSTEt~ ON MARS; K. L. Tanaka and D. H. Scott,
U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
On ~'iars, the youngest channel system--\~hich is also one of the
largest--extends for about 3,000 km from southeastern Elysium Planitia into
western Amazonis Planitia (Fig. 1). This system appears to originate within
the knobby cratered material (unit kc) around Cerberus Rupes, a set of
narrow, en echelon fractures that extends for more than 1,000 km. The
channels grade into smooth, channeled plains material (unit cp) in a large
depositional trough, centered near lat 5° N., long 2lJ3° between the Elysium
rise and the southern highlands. The channel deposits are distinguished
from surrounding plains material (unit pu) by a generally low albedo; they
are also marked by light-colored teardrop-shaped areas and wispy patterns
that differ both in form and orientation frrun local wind-streak markings.
Most of the channels' albedo patterns, as well as teardrop-shaped bars,
appear to be primary markings that indicate flow directions.
South of Cerberus Rupes, at about long 204° , the channel flow direction
is southward, dividing to the east and west. To the east, the channeled
plains material is as wide as 750 km, but it narrows south and east of Orcus
Patera. In its widest part, the channeled plains unit embays remnants of
knobby cratered material (unit kc). In the narrow stretch are channel bars
and terraces and streamlined albedo patterns. The d nsity of craters larger
than 1 km in diameter is less than 50 per million km 2 [IJ for the channeled
material near Orcus Patera; craters are sparse on the channeled plains to
the west as well. Detailed inspection shows that most craters larger than
about 1 km in diameter appear ernbayed by the unit, suggesting that it is
only tens of meters thick. Except for eolian and polar deposits, on which
resurfacing is probably still active, this channeled plains material has the
lowest crater density and, therefore, the youngest relative age of any
material of regional extent on t~ars.
On the basis of our study of this channel systBn in the Cerberus Rupes
region, we offer the following proposals: (1) Faults within the region may
have provided conduits for escaping subsurface melt-water fed by aquifers in
the knobby cratered material, (2) channeling and flooding contributed
materially to resurfacing of the northern lowland region of Mars, and (3)
the climate on Mars was conducive to fluvial activity during very recent
geologic time.
Reference
Scott, D. H. and Tanaka, K. L. (1982) JGR, v. 87, p. 1179.
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Aeolis province (MC-iS S"' • .M C-2J NW);

An intricately textured deposit near

Aeolis Mensae has provided SOme of the most definitive clues to lava-ice interaction
(11. Narrow ridges are probably moberg dikes fanned by intrusioD of basalt s11ls into
ice-rich ground and subsequently exhumed by erosion. Volcani c debris creat ed during
the interaction apparently has been mobilized by meltwater and flowed as lahars.

F.l ysium-Hecates province (MC-7 SW. SCi MC-IS NW): Channeled, thick, irregularly
textured deposits originating near ELYSium Mons and Hecates Tholus haVe been
interpreted as mega lahars created by the intrusion of iava into an ice-rich substrate
121. Several of the moberg tablemountains and ridges in the province [31 were formed
by intrusions into the lahars, showing that the lahars retained interstitial tee for
same time after their depositi o n. The exhumation of the resistant tablemountains and
a distinctive etched texture of the lahars shows that the lahars, unltke martian
lavas, were subject to erosion. fluid lahars (j~~ulhlaup8) are thought to have been
generated by iavs flowing over ice-rLch ground (4). These flows have eroded exposed
parts of the thicker lahars.
Phlegra-Orcus province (MC-IS NE): The thick, distin c tively etched, viscous
lahars and the smoother, fluLd, erosive fl ows are also evident near Phlegra Montes,
Orcus Patera. and other dense concentrations of knOb by terraLn. Lavas apparently
dominate other parts of northern Elysium planitia. These spatLal associations
indicate that the knobby terrain was Lhe source of the meltwa ter in the lahars and
jlikulhLaups.
Apollinaris ( ~C-8 SW, MC-IS SE , HC-16 SW, MC-2J NE): Much of the upland-lowland
front (ULF) is characterized by soft-textured, easily erodable deposits called the
Medusae Fossae Formation ( MFF ) lSI. which has be~n variously interpreted as silicic
ignimbrite 15.61. stranded fanner polar deposits [71. aeolLan deposits [8 }. or
palagonitic mudflows (lahars) (9]. Thickening of the HFF tOward the volcano
Apollinaris Patera suggests that at least this part of the HFF is voicanic in origin,
although partly eroded and redistrLbuted by the wind. Partly degraded and partly
resistant materials like those of the Elysium-Hecates lahar s form the contact between
the soft material and the Elysium plains. and also form islands in the plains. Thus,
basaltic lavas from Apollinaris could have interacted with ice-rich material along the
ULF, Lhereby forming the lahars and creating abundant palagonitic tuff that
constitutes the soft materiaL of the HFF. Jakulhlaups cre ated by meltwater from these
interactions apparentl y swept over southern Elysium Planitia, eroding the lahars and
crater rims, and depositing extensive ( though thin) sediments relatively recently in
martian history.
Amazonis PlanitLa (MC-8 NW. Sf, SW): Some of the probable jaku lhlaups that
originated near Apollinaris and elsewhere flowed NW along a broad braided channel Lnto
Amazonis Planitia [101. where they deposited sedimenL over a La rge area. This
sediment is eroded into distinctive. irregular, cell-like textures whose hollows
probably represent concentrations of less-resistant debris than that which forms the
Rc ell walls" and plateaus.
Nicholson province (MC-8 SW, MC-16 NW): The soft MYF terrain is replaced along
the ULF between the crater :-;<icholson (0", 164 0 W.) and long. 172" W. by dark-and -light
stratified mesas surrounding knobby terrain. The overall map pattern of degraded
terrain and resistant mesas, many of whi ch are sinuou8, is like that of the Elysium
Hecates lahars, except chat more material has been removed here. Small pedestal
craters with extensive but pa rtly eroded ejecta blankets show tha t the wind has
removed some of the MFF. Hare severely eroded pedestal craters occupy broad valleys
whose geometry suggests fluid-fl ow origin. Erosive jakulhlaups originating from the
lahars or the orig1nal zones of lava-ice interaction probably formed these valle ys and
removed mOSt of the HFF. The redepOsited MFF sediment merges with the cell-textured
sediments of northern Amazonis.
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Medusae Fossae-Cordi! Dorsum province (MC-8 SW, SEj HC-16

~,NE):

This most

complex and also best-photographed province has provided good insights into the
process of lava-ice interaction.
It contains thick, extensive, stratified deposits of
the soft facies of the HFF, whose stratigraphic relations with resistant ledges of
probabie iava suggest an origin as palagonltic tuff.
The MFF has been eroded into
yardangs [9J. whose orientations differ in the various layers, and has been

redistributed locally as eolian dune fields.
reveal lahars,

probable lava sills,

Windows eroded in these soEt deposits

fluid-flow lineations emanating from beneath the

sills, channels eroded by fluid flov, sediments deposited from the fiows,
tablemountains, and possible moberg ridges.
Mangala Valles (MC-16 ~): Based on the relations reported above, I interpret
the complex, braided outflow-channel system Mangala Valles [11] as another product of
lava-ice interaction. Dark, coherent plains that are probably composed of lava occupy
many crater floors, a large trough between massifs of the )2,OOO-km-diameter
"Daedalia" basin, and belta of upland parallel to Mangala and the Daedalia rings. The
same material also forms a sinuous intrachannel ridge (7.5° S., 151.5° W.), which
apparently formed by the flow of lava in an earlier, smaller channel and was exhumed
by erosion of weaker material of its former banks. Episodic lava intrusions may have
melted ice 'contained in the upland deposits, and the resulting meltwater may have cut
the channel system.
Fluid flows emanating from the mouth of Mangala (4° S., 150.5° W.) and from
parallel channels have eroded a broad path through the HEF and crater ejecta as far as
9° N., 153.5° W. This erosion is like that of the Nicholson prOvince, and its
sediment adds to the Amazonis deposit.
Olympus-Bib1is province (MC-8 NE, SE; HC-9 NW, SW): Etched, channeled flows
resembling the lahars of the Elysium-Hecates province occur NE of Olympus ~ons. The
much-studied, controversial Olympus Mons aureole has been interpreted as another
manifestation of lava-ice interaction [12]. This interpretation is supported by the
similarity of short, irregular ridges of the northern Medusae Fossae-Gordii province
to the ridges that characterize the aureole. The ridges of the ~W-most aureole lobe
have a gridlike pattern lacking evident pull-apart gaps, suggesting that this lobe
formed nearly in place. Most of the aureole, however, is partly allochthonous, having
slid outward along decollement surfaces from an origin closer to the mountain
[13,14J. This relation is particularly evident where the SE aureole lobe has
overthrust older terrain NW of Biblis Patera. Meltwater from the lava-ice interaction
could have lubricated the flow. Furthermore, flow patterns of some of the weblike
sediments of Amazonls suggest sources in the aureole.
Uplands (HC-16; MC-23): The history of the lava-ice interactions in the above
"lowland" provinces is consistent wi.th one or more episodes of recycling of ice
originally contained in deposits of the uplands. Loss of some of this ice converted
the upland deposit into knobby terrain along much of the VLF and in northern-plains
outcrops, such as those of the Phlegra-Orcus and Nicholson provinces. ~owever,
sufficient ice remained to interact with the lava to form lahars and the MFF, and the
uplands retained still more of the ice in relatively cohesive deposits.
Much of the evolution of the landscape of Mars can be ascribed to this process,
highly diverse in detail but basically originating from the inevitable interaction of
two of the most common martian geologic materiais, ice and basalt.
[l] Squyres S.W., Wilhelms D.E., 0: Mossman A.C. (submitted 1985 to Icarus).
[2J
Christiansen EoH. 0: Greeley R. (I98l) Lunar Planet. Sci. XII, 138-140. [3] Allen C.C.
(1980) Jour. Geol. 88, 108-117. [4] Mouginis-Mark P.H. (submitted 1985 to Icarus).
[5J Scott D.H. 0: Tanaka K.L. (USGS I-Map in press). (6] Scott D.L. 0: Tanaka K.L.
(1982) Jour. Geophys. Res.~, 1179-1i90. [7] Schultz P.H. (submitted 1985 to
Icarus). [8] Carr M.H. (1981) The Surface of Hars: Yaie Vniv., 232 p. [9J ioi'ard A.ioi'.
(1979) Jour. Geophys. Res.~, 8147-8166. [10] Moore H.J. (1982) NASA TIt 85127, 213
215. [11J Baker V.R. (982) The Channels of Mars: Vniv. Texas, 198 p. [12J Hodges
C.A. 0: Moore H.J. (1979) Jour. Geophys. Res. ~,8061-8074. [13] Lopes R., Guest
J.E., H11ler K., 0: Neukum G. (1982) Jour. Geophys. Res.~, 9917-9928. [14] Tanaka
K.L. (198S) Icarus g, 191-206.
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND THE GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF MARTIAN
MORPHOLOGY. James R. Zimbelman, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3303 NASA
Road 1, Houston, Texas, 77058.
Morphologic features distinguishable in images comprise the principle
data source for interpreting the geologiC history of planetary bodies.
In
order to assess the processes that are responsible for the surface features
visible in spacecraft images, it is necessary to have a spatial resolution
sufficient to reveal landforms diagnostic of the processes. From published
papers describing Martian geology, there would appear to be a wide range of
spatial resolutions sufficient to allow the identification of the origin of
various landforms. The large quantity of high resolution images obtained
after the Viking Primary Mission provide a valuable data source for
reexamining some of the geomorphic processes that are firmly entrenched in
the literature ·about Mars.
As an example of the importance of spatial resslution6 let us examine
some images of the Acheron Fossae region of Mars (39 N, 135 W).
Acheron
Fossae is a semicircular deposit about 700 km across with abundant grabens
and en echelon fractures and with numerous small channels on crater walls and
the flanks of ridges (1, Fig. 1). Images from the Viking Primary Mission
revealed several smooth-floored valleys and linear to acruate ridges within
the distal ends of some valleys (Fig. 2). These ridges often parallel the
sides of the valleys, mimicing the outline of the surrounding uplands. This
terrain was identified as lineated valley fill and interpreted to be the
result of mass movement induced by creep of interstitial ice within erosional
debris from the surrounding highlands (2). Subsequent images of considerably
higher spatial resolution reveal features that cast considerable doubt on the
ground ice interpretation for these valley fill features. Linearly oriented
mounds and ridges, separated by tens to hundreds of meters and tens of meters
in height, are abundant within lOW-lying areas both on the gently rolling
plains and between the rounded knobs of upland material (Fig. 3). Both the
size and planimetric form of the small mounds are suggestive of an aeolian
dune field (although slip faces are not resolved on individual mounds). The
smooth-floored valley is also revealed to be completely covered by similar
linearly oriented ridges (Fig. 4). Again the size and planimetric form of
the ridges strongly support an aeolian dune field interpre~ation for the
valley floor material. It is particularly instructive that the ridges near
the bottom of Fig. 4 tend to be concentrated along the medial portion of the
tributary channels leading into the main valley. This further supports an
aeolian origin for the ridges as echo dunes concentrated near but slightly
away from a significant break in slope (3). These images indicate that an
aeolian origin is much more likely for the valley fill material at Acheron
Fossae than is an ice-laden debris flow origin.
At least 1/10th of the Viking Imaging data set has a spatial resolution
of 20 m/pixel or better (data obtained from a BIRP search; see 4). Although
about half of these images are of no use for morphologic analyses, due to
obscuration of the surface by atmospheric dust, the remaining images should
be considered to be the prime data set for asseSSing the validity of various
geologic processes on Mars.
REFERENCES: (1) Morris, E.C. and K.A . Howard, USGS Map 1-1286, 1981.
(2) Squyres, S.W., J...c Geophys. Res. 84, 8087-8096, 1979. (3) Tsoar, H. et
~, J...c Geophys. Res. 84, 8167-8180, 1979. (4) Arvidson, R.E. et ~, NASA
Cont. ~ 3299, 1980.
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Fig. 1. Portion of Acheron Fossae
and Arcadia Planitia. Frame 852A04,
range 10216 km, resoluSion 25~ m /
pixel, center at 40 N, 133 W.
Outline shows location of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Frame 129A40, range 2264
km, reBolution 57 m/pixel, center
at 38 N, 135 0 W. Outlines show
locations of Figs. 3 &4 (left and
right, respectively) .

Fig . 3. Frame 442B03, range 367 km,
reso6ution 9o m/pixel , center at
38 .4 N, 135 . 2 W. Note dunes in
topographic lows .

Fig . 4. Frame 442B10, range 325 km,
reso6ution 8o m/pixel, center at
38 . 2 N, 135 .0 W. Note dunes on
valley floor and within tributary
channels .
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